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INTRODUCTION

Since its inception in 2009, the U. S. Department of Energy’s Energy Frontier Research Center (EFRC) program has become an important research modality in the Department’s portfolio, enabling high impact research that addresses key scientific challenges for energy technologies. Funded by the Office of Science’s Basic Energy Sciences program, the EFRCs are located across the United States and are led by universities, national laboratories, and private research institutions. These multi-investigator, multi-disciplinary centers bring together world-class teams of researchers, often from multiple institutions, to tackle the toughest scientific challenges preventing advances in energy technologies. The EFRCs’ fundamental scientific advances are having a significant impact that is being translated to industry.

In 2009 five-year awards were made to 46 EFRCs, including 16 that were fully funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). An open recompetition of the program in 2014 resulted in four-year awards to 32 centers, 22 of which are renewals of existing EFRCs and 10 of which are new EFRCs. In 2016, DOE added four new centers to accelerate the scientific breakthroughs needed to support the Department’s environmental management and nuclear cleanup mission, bringing the total number of active EFRCs to 36. The impact reports in this document describe some of the many scientific accomplishments and greater impacts of the class of 2009 – 2018 EFRCs and early outcomes from a few of the class of 2014 – 2018 EFRCs.
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EFRC: CENTER FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY SCIENCE (CEES)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016

TEAM: Argonne National Laboratory (Lead): Paul Fenter (Director), Khalil Amine, Maria Chan, Larry Curtiss, Jeffrey Elam, Timothy Fister, Christopher Johnson, Michael Thackeray (Deputy Director); Northwestern University: Scott Barnett, Michael Bedzyk, Vinayak Dravid, Mark Hersam, Tobin Marks, Christopher Wolverton; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: Andrew Gewirth, Ralph Nuzzo, Nancy Sottos, Scott White; Purdue University: Jeffrey Greeley.

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
CEES’s mission is to create a robust fundamental understanding of the phenomena that control the reactivity of electrified oxide interfaces, films and materials relevant to lithium-ion battery chemistries. Lithium ion batteries are used in personal electronic devices, industrial applications and transportation, yet a substantial fraction of the theoretical properties of the active materials remains unutilized in current lithium ion battery systems due to “side reactions” such as electrolyte decomposition, metastable phases, destabilization of the electrode material, and mechanical degradation. CEES probes the molecular-scale structure at electrified oxide-electrolyte interfaces, leverages advanced materials synthesis to create interfacial systems with well-defined properties (composition, structure, etc.), and develops novel approaches and chemistries to control and direct electrochemical reactivity. The research is divided into two tasks:

The Oxide-Electrolyte Interface: Understand the molecular-scale structure and reactivity of simple oxide-electrolyte interfaces and control that reactivity through interfacial modifications.

Oxide Solid-Phase Electrochemical Reactivity: Understand the thermodynamic and kinetic limitations of electrochemically driven solid-state phase transformations and develop strategies for directing them.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• First to discover that the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) contains polymerized electrolyte decomposition products.
• First demonstration of the crystallographically-controlled anisotropy of lithium insertion in silicon, a high capacity electrode that degrades due to extreme volume changes upon lithiation.
• Demonstrated a novel approach to obtain reversible lithiation reactions with multilayer electrode architectures for both alloy anodes (e.g., Si) and metal oxide conversion cathodes (CrOx).
• Demonstrated encapsulation of silicon nanoparticles by graphene for rapid and reversible cycling having a capacity greater than 1000 mAh/g, far exceeding graphite’s capacity of 372 mAh/g. SiNode Systems, a CEES spin-off, is using these concepts to develop automotive batteries.
• Revealed, through joint theoretical and experimental investigations, the fundamental mechanisms of a high-energy density lithium-oxygen prototype battery chemistry using a nanostructured cathode that has a much lower charge overpotential than previous studies.
• Incorporated autonomic processes within electrochemically active lithium ion battery systems to increase safety and lifetime, including local shutdown and conductivity restoration.
• Demonstrated multiple approaches to modify lithium manganese oxide cathodes (e.g., surface doping, graphene functionalization) to control Mn loss during electrochemical cycling.
• Demonstrated new concept of electrochemical stiffness that probes the chemo-mechanical response of electrodes through coordinated stress and strain measurements.
CEES research, from left: Crystallographically-controlled lithiation of silicon; Si/C composite anode architecture used by SiNode; Microspheres that are designed to melt and locally shut down a lithium ion battery when it overheats; Schematic of a graphene functionalized lithium manganese oxide cathode to control secondary reactivity (i.e., Mn loss).

IMPACT

• **SiNode Systems**, a start-up, co-founded in 2012 by Cary Hayner (an EFRC graduate student in Kung’s group), is based on intellectual property developed originally within CEES. They have raised $6.5M in start-up capital through a 2015 DOE Clean Energy Prize, DOE SBIR funding (2013-2014), the US Advanced Battery Consortium (2016), and venture capital. SiNode focuses on commercializing Si/C materials for electric vehicle applications. [http://sinodesystems.com/](http://sinodesystems.com/)

• **ADA Technologies**, founded in 1985, creates and converts innovative technologies to commercial successes. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) solid state electrolytes developed under EFRC funding are currently being evaluated in prototype batteries at ADA. [http://www.adatech.com/](http://www.adatech.com/)

• **alpha-En Corp**, founded in 1969, is developing a new way to manufacture lithium metal foils for use in lithium batteries. CEES developed solid state electrolyte thin films that Alpha-En is evaluating for use as protective coatings on the lithium metal foils. [http://alpha-encorp.com/](http://alpha-encorp.com/)


• CEES research accomplishments have been the basis for three SBIR awards.
  - **High Energy Anode Material Development for Li-Ion Batteries** *(Pis: Sinode, Cary Hayner, Harold Kung)*
  - **Extreme Long Life High Energy Battery** *(Pis: ADA Technologies, Jeffrey Elam)*
    - DOD SBIR Phase II: **$110K** (for EFRC members to conduct R&D in solid state electrolytes) from Aug 2015 – May 2016

• CEES researchers (Pol and Thackeray) were awarded an **R&D 100 Award** for the development of carbon spheres and nanotubes made from plastic waste for battery anodes and lubricating agents.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CEES had published 137 peer-reviewed publications cited over 5,300 times and filed 21 disclosures, 16 US patent applications, and three foreign patent applications. Six patents have been issued and 1 patent application licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:


EFRC: NORTHEAST CENTER FOR CHEMICAL ENERGY STORAGE (NECCES)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016

WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/EFRC/; http://necces.binghamton.edu
TEAM: Binghamton University (Lead): M. Stanley Whittingham (Director), Louis Piper, Guangwen Zhou, Natasha Chernova; Argonne National Laboratory: Karena Chapman, Peter Chupas; Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Yet-Ming Chiang; Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey: Glenn Amatucci, Frederic Cosandey, Philip Batson, Natalie Pereira; University of Cambridge: Clare Grey; University of California, Berkeley: Gerbrand Ceder; University of California, San Diego: Shirley Meng, Shyue Ping Ong; University of California, Santa Barbara: Anton Van der Ven; University of Illinois at Chicago: Jordi Cabana; University of Michigan: Katsuyo Thornton

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The mission of NECCES is to develop an understanding of how key electrode reactions occur in cathode materials for Li based batteries, and how they can be controlled to improve electrochemical performance, from the atomic level to the macroscopic level through the life-time of the operating battery. This mission will allow the determination of the ultimate limits of intercalation reactions for chemical energy storage. The approach and specific research goals of NECCES are to:

1. Attain reversible multi-electron transfer in a cathode material using lithium, using the model compound ε -VOPO₄.
2. Close the gap between the theoretical and practical energy density for intercalation compounds, using the model compound LiNi₀.₈₅Co₀.₁₀Al₀.₀₅O₂.
3. Understand performance limiting transport in positive electrode structures from the local through the meso to the macroscale.

To attain these research goals the center is divided into three closely connected and integrated thrusts; the theory effort is integrated into thrusts 1 and 2.

**Thrust 1. Intercalation Materials Chemistry:** Identify the key materials parameters that are required to optimize intercalation reactions in the bulk active material itself.

**Thrust 2. Electrode Transport - Establishing the Local-Meso-Macro Scale Continuum:** Establish a comprehensive understanding of the ionic and electronic transport in full electrodes.

**Thrust 3. Cross-Cutting Diagnostics:** Develop novel operando experimental approaches to allow a full understanding of all the reactions occurring in battery materials.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Showed using a combination of theory and experiment that lithium intercalation in the high rate nanosized Olivine LiFePO₄ occurs by a metastable single phase reaction.
- Developed the AMPiX cell that allows meaningful operando measurements in electrochemical cells, and used it for elucidating complex structures formed during electrochemical reactions.
- Showed that 2 Li can be reversibly intercalated into a host lattice in a reversible manner, and predicted the most stable phases in the model compound materials LiₓVOPO₄.
- Elucidated the reaction mechanism of conversion cathode materials, such as FeFₓ.
- Developed and used NMR tools to reveal type and place of electrodeposited lithium.
- Showed that the charge transfer in layered oxides is a strong function of the lithium content.
- Determined the location and the key roles that Al plays in the layered oxide cathode materials.
IMPACT

- When NECCES was initiated, the cathode material LiFePO₄ presented a dichotomy. It was an electrical insulator and a one-dimensional Li ion diffuser, yet exhibited an extremely high lithium intercalation and removal. NECCES showed using a combination of theory and experiment, backed up by \textit{operando} cell studies, that nano-sized LiFePO₄ reacts by a single phase mechanism, LixFePO₄, and that so long as a high rate of reaction is taking place the lithium ions remain disordered over the lattice sites rather than ordering to form the two phases, LiFePO₄ and FePO₄. This understanding is now being applied to the 2 Li material, Li₂VOPO₄.

- Determined the key parameters controlling and limiting the application of conversion reaction materials, such as FeFₓ. This understanding is now being applied to the higher energy density CuF₂.

- NECCES researchers are recognized as world leaders in developing \textit{operando} techniques to understand electrochemical reactions in solid materials. They have been received numerous international awards, including several for junior and mid-career scientists: the ECS Tobias Award (Shirley Meng), the MRS Outstanding Young Investigator Award (Karena Chapman) and the Chemical & Engineering New’s Talented Twelve (Karena Chapman).

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, NECCES had published 139 peer-reviewed publications cited over 4,400 times and filed 11 disclosures, 4 US patent applications, and 2 foreign patent applications. 2 patents have been issued and 1 disclosure or patent application licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:


- Whittingham, M. S. The ultimate limits to intercalation reactions for lithium batteries, \textit{Chemical Reviews} \textbf{114}, 11414–11443, doi:10.1021/cr5003003 (2014). \cite{122}
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EFRC: CENTER FOR EMERGENT SUPERCONDUCTIVITY (CES)
Updated: August 2016


Team:
- Brookhaven National Laboratory (Lead): Peter D. Johnson (Director), John M. Tranquada, J.C. Seamus Davis, Ivan Bozovic, Cedomir Petrovic, Genda Gu, Qiang Li, Mark Dean, Jon Rameau; Argonne National Laboratory: Wai Kwok, Michael Norman, Duck Young Chung, Alexei Koshelev, Dean Miller, Ulrich Welp, Mercouri Kanatzidis; University of Illinois: Jim Eckstein, Peter Abbamonte, David Ceperley, Phillip Phillips, Daniel Shoemaker, Jian-Min Zuo; Rutgers University: Gabriel Kotliar; Florida State University: Laura Greene; Los Alamos National Laboratory: Leonardo Civale

Scientific Mission and Approach
The central mission of the CES is the development of an understanding of high Tc superconductivity (HTS) to enable the prediction and perfection of new HTS materials for use in energy technologies including generation, storage and transmission. Research in the CES is directed towards three key areas:

1) **Materials**: Develop new synthesis routes and new theoretical approaches to create new classes of superconducting materials by design.

2) **Mechanisms**: Develop a fundamental understanding of the mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity through a range of experimental and theoretical studies.

3) **Vortices and Critical Currents**: Develop an understanding of the current carrying limiting processes of existing high-temperature superconductors that will lead to enhanced performance by design.

Selected Scientific Accomplishments

- Molecular Beam Epitaxy was used to invent a new field-effect technology that was applied to HTS to demonstrate that the condensation of pre-formed pairs above Tc drives the transition.
- The first atomic scale visualization of the electronic structure of the “parent” compound of the Fe-based HTS and identification of a nematic phase. These observations were followed up to demonstrate that the pseudogap of copper based HTS is also an electronic nematic.
- Many different Fe-based HTS samples were synthesized and distributed across CES, allowing detailed spectroscopic and transport/thermodynamic studies on the same samples. Systematically mapping out the phase diagrams enabled breakthroughs in HTS vortex-matter research.
- Demonstrated that the cuprate pseudogap phase contains a previously unknown electronic state – a density wave with a $d$-symmetry form factor. This exotic density wave state may prove to be the key to the existence of the pseudogap phase itself.
- The in-field current carrying capacity of commercial YBCO (HTS) wires was doubled with oxygen-ion irradiation in exposure times that are technologically viable.
- Investigations of vortex pinning at the atomic level in iron based superconductors using ion-irradiation found that the strongest vortex pinning occurs at the metallic-core columnar defects and secondary pinning at clusters of point-like defects.
CES research, from left: superconductor-insulator transition in cuprate thin films driven by field-effect technology; STM measured superconducting gaps in the vortex core region in an FeTeSe superconductor; Momentum resolved electron energy loss spectrometer; Magnetic field dependence of the critical current density $J_c$ demonstrating the critical current enhancement due to ion-irradiation of commercial YBCO coated conductors; Phase diagram of the iron-based superconductor FeTeSe.

IMPACT

- The new Critical-Current-by-Design paradigm parallels the Materials Genome Initiative, and provides a rational approach to introducing tailored heterogeneity into commercial HTS superconductors to optimize their current carrying capacity for targeted applications.
- Members of the CES have now given close to 500 invited talks at national and international meetings. CES researchers were responsible for the organizations of the 10th International Conference on Materials and Mechanisms of Superconductivity held in Washington DC, 2012 (The Secretary of Energy was a Plenary Speaker at this event) and the 13th International Workshop on Vortex Matter in Superconductivity held in Chicago 2011.
- Crabtree, Johnson and Greene co-edited a Reports on Progress in Physics Special Issue on the Fe-based Superconductors and Johnson co-edited a book on Iron-based Superconductivity in the Springer Series in Materials Science. These efforts helped promote CES and HTS internationally.
- Doubling of the critical current by short ion-irradiation times has led to the development of a rapid reel-to-reel irradiation method on commercial HTS wires from American Superconductor (AMSC). This method has launched a viable industrial procedure for enhancing the in-field current carrying capacity of existing post-production wires in a uniform fashion over long lengths. Moreover, the enhanced value of the current density is to the point where they can be used in superconducting rotating machinery. AMSC is one of the leading producers of high Tc superconducting cable in the USA. http://www.amsc.com/

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CES had published 193 peer-reviewed publications cited over 4,300 times and filed 2 disclosures and 2 US patent applications. One disclosure application has been licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The LMI EFRC is a national resource for fundamental optical principles and phenomena relevant to solar energy conversion, and for design of new photonic materials and structures used for energy conversion. The overarching goal is to tailor the morphology, complex dielectric structure, and electronic properties of matter so as to sculpt the flow of sunlight and heat, enabling light conversion to electrical energy with unprecedented efficiency. Applying these photonic principles could enable record photovoltaic conversion efficiency and utilization of the entire visible and infrared solar resource. The Center is organized scientifically into four multi-institutional research groups (RGs).

RG1 New Light Management Mechanisms: Exploring new mechanisms and metaphotonic structures for controlling and usefully mediating light-material interactions along with predictive mathematical methods for their inverse design.

RG2 Solar Spectrum Control and Conversion: Designing photonic principles and fully integrated structures delivering unprecedented capabilities for control and conversion of the solar spectrum to greatly enhance photovoltaic efficiency.

RG3 Thermal Photon Harvesting: Establishing fundamental principles for the utilization and control of thermal photonics, and discovering new structures and materials that enable efficient and useful forms of energy conversion.

RG4 Programmable Assembly of Photonic and Electronic Architectures: Developing powerful new methods for programmable assembly of photonic, electronic, and optoelectronic architectures that yield both materials and device specific elements of enhanced performance.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Discovered new principles of photon emission to maximize photovoltaic conversion efficiencies, providing the foundations of current world record single, dual, and quadruple-junction solar cells.
• Designed photonic crystals with record performance, demonstrating the first optoelectronically active 3D photonic crystal LED and selective thermal emitters with unprecedented stability.
• Advanced quantum dot materials and new principles of photonic design enabling luminescent solar concentrators with record concentration ratios and levels of performance.
• Developed assembly schemes and interface materials for quadruple junction, four terminal solar cells with efficiencies of 44% at concentrations of 1000 suns.
• Developed light-driven material synthesis processes that enable energy conversion materials to develop their own complex architectures in response to illumination conditions.
• Established mathematical methods that enable the design and optimization of photonic structures for light-trapping, spectrum-splitting, and control of near-field thermal emission.
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LMI research, from left: refractive index design via porous Si etching; concentrating photovoltaics capturing diffuse and direct irradiance; gyroid photonic crystal fabricated by two-photon lithography; photonic mirror and quantum dot design for luminescent solar concentrators; printed conductive Ag microstructures; conformal metafilm of Si nanoposts.

IMPACT

- **Alta Devices**, co-founded by Atwater and Yablonovitch in 2007, has utilized LMI scientific insights about photon recycling in thin GaAs solar cells to achieve three successive world record open circuit voltages and efficiencies for 1 Sun solar cell conversion efficiency. [http://altadevices.com/](http://altadevices.com/)

- **Electroninks Inc.**, co-founded by J. Lewis in 2013, is commercializing reactive silver ink for printed electronics as well as a low-cost roller ball pen filled with conductive silver particle ink, known as Circuit Scribe, for STEM and the DIY/maker communities. The core technology stems from LMI research developing conductive inks. They launched Circuit Scribe using Kickstarter in November 2013 raising $670,000; and shipped their first products in July 2014. [http://electroninks.com/](http://electroninks.com/)

- **MC10**, co-founded by Rogers in 2008, is commercializing stretchable, wearable electronics. LMI work on microcell fabrication and assembly is being explored by MC10. [https://mc10inc.com/](https://mc10inc.com/)

- **Semprius**, co-founded by Rogers and Nuzzo in 2005, is an innovator in high concentration photovoltaic solar modules. LMI’s emerging ideas in stacking, multijunction cells and full spectrum utilization are of direct potential significance to the ultrahigh concentration technology platform that currently serves as the basis for Semprius’ commercial modules. [http://semprius.com/](http://semprius.com/)

- **Voxel8**, co-founded by J. Lewis, uses core technology from LMI research on conductive ink development and 3D printed batteries. This VC-backed venture has raised $14.5M since its inception in Fall 2014, and has grown to more than 25 full-time employees. Voxel8 shipped its first commercial product, a desktop 3D electronics printer in May 2016. [http://www.voxel8.co/](http://www.voxel8.co/)

- LMI research accomplishments have been the basis for more than $11M in follow-on funding from DOE, including four ARPA-E awards:

  - **Optics for full-Spectrum, Ultrahigh Efficiency Solar Conversion** (PI’s: Harry Atwater, Paul Braun, Eli Yablonovitch) at **$2.4M** from March 2013 to September 2016
  - **Micro-optical Tandem Luminescent Solar Concentrator** (PI’s: Ralph Nuzzo, Paul Alivisatos and Harry Atwater) at **$3.0M** from February 2016 to February 2019
  - **Micro-Scale Ultra-High Efficiency CPV/Diffuse Hybrid Arrays Using Transfer Printing** (PI: John Rogers) at **$2.9M** from January 2016 to December 2018
  - **Wide-Angle Planar Microtracking Microcell Concentrating Photovoltaics** (PI’s: Noel Giebink, John Rogers) at **$2.9M** from January 2016 to December 2018

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, LMI had published 143 peer-reviewed publications cited over 6,600 times and filed 28 disclosures, 24 US patent applications, and 13 foreign patent applications. One patent has been issued and five patent applications licensed. The top three most highly cited papers are:


EFRC: ENERGY FRONTIER RESEARCH IN EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS (EFREE)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016

WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/efree/; https://efree.carnegiescience.edu
TEAM: Carnegie Institution (Lead): Russell Hemley (Director), Timothy Strobel, Stephen Gramsch, Reinhard Boehler, Maria Baldini; California Institute of Technology: Brent Fultz; Cornell University: Roald Hoffmann, Neil Ashcroft; Colorado School of Mines: P. Craig Taylor, Lakshmi Krishna; Lehigh University: Roald Hoffmann, Neil Ashcroft; George Washington University: Tianshu Li, Russell Hemley; Lehigh University: Kai Landskron; Pennsylvania State University: John Badding, Vincent Crespi, Nasim Alem; University of Tennessee: Konstantin Lokshin

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The mission of EFREE is to accelerate the discovery and synthesis of new energy materials using extreme conditions. While most materials are created at or near ambient conditions, exploiting extreme environments, notably high pressures and temperatures, has tremendous potential for manipulating matter to synthesize next-generation materials with transformative impacts on energy. Moreover, extreme environments are capable of producing materials with unprecedented mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties. The Center's research projects are organized around three Energy Focus Areas:

1) Advanced Structural Materials: Use of extreme environments to develop tailored synthetic routes for the discovery, characterization, and preparation of new classes of energy materials such as new nanophase carbons and porous materials

2) Novel Energy Conversion Materials: Use of extreme environments to create new energy conversion materials and recover them to ambient conditions for enhanced solar energy uptake and other energy conversion applications.

3) Revolutionary Energy Transport Materials: Use extreme environments to understand the fundamental physics of electron transport in materials, and optimize structure and composition to create new materials with enhanced electrical transport such as high $T_c$ superconductivity.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Carbon nanothreads - a new allotrope of nanocrystalline carbon - was discovered, characterized, and recovered to ambient conditions. The material has chemical bonding properties identical to that of diamond and is considered an ultrastrong, lightweight material with numerous applications.
- A new allotrope of silicon, $\text{Si}_{24}$, having an open-framework structure was developed using a high-pressure precursor method. The material has been recovered at ambient conditions and possesses a quasi-direct band gap making it a potentially highly efficient photovoltaic.
- Porous structures based on dense $\text{SiO}_2$ frameworks were synthesized using a novel high-pressure nanocasting method. The material has accessible mesopores and a wide pore size distribution.
- Metallization and superconductivity was discovered at high pressure in $\text{BaReH}_9$, the most hydrogen-rich ionic salt. The result provides key information needed to understand the superconducting properties expected for hydrogen and other hydrogen-rich materials.
- Advanced theoretical calculations predicted the structures, stability, and physical properties of new classes of light element, very high $T_c$ superconductors, including new hydride phases and analog carbon-based superconductors predicted to be stable under ambient pressure.
IMPACT

- Developments in high-pressure cell designs have enabled neutron diffraction to 100 GPa at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). The partnership between EFRe and the SNS is yielding advances in both technique development and fundamental science at several neutron scattering beamlines.
- The paper reporting the discovery of carbon nanothreads is in the ISI top 1% for materials science and has been highlighted in many popular scientific publications, newspapers and broadcast news organizations. These materials promise outstanding properties related to their unique high-strength bonding geometry.
- A US patent has been awarded for the development of zeolite-templated carbon (ZTC), a nanostructured material that promotes interactions between molecules physisorbed on its surface at high pressure. ZTC greatly improves physisorption of gases such as CH₄, C₂H₆, Kr and CO₂.
- The paper reporting the synthesis of Si₂₄ was the most highly rated paper in Nature Materials for papers of similar age, and in the 99th percentile of all papers tracked, as of August 2016. A US patent is pending for the synthesis and several inquiries concerning capital investment have been received.
- Recent advances in CVD diamond growth methods have been put into production at Washington Diamonds Corporation, http://www.wdlabgrowndiamonds.com. Continued interactions are helping to optimize the growth of material for scientific and technological applications.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, EFRe had published 285 peer-reviewed publications cited over 4,500 times and filed two US patent applications and one foreign patent application. One patent has been issued. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

ENERGY FRONTIER RESEARCH CENTERS

EFRC: CENTER FOR UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROL OF ACID GAS-INDUCED EVOLUTION OF MATERIALS FOR ENERGY (UNCAGE-ME)

UPDATED: OCTOBER 2016

AWARDS: $11.6M (August 2014 – July 2018)
WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/uncage-me/; http://efrc.gatech.edu/
TEAM: Georgia Institute of Technology (Lead): Krista Walton (Director), Michael Filler, Phillip First, Christopher Jones, Ryan Lively, Sankar Nair, Thomas Orlando, David Sholl; Lehigh University: Jonas Baltrusaitis, Israel Wachs; Oak Ridge National Laboratory: Sheng Dai, Gernot Rother, Tjerk Straatsma, Bobby Sumpter, Zili Wu; Pennsylvania State University: Susan Sinnott; University of Alabama: David Dixon; University of Florida: Sergey Vasenkov; University of Wisconsin: JR Schmidt; Washington University in St. Louis: Sophia Hayes

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
UNCAGE-ME seeks to provide a fundamental understanding of acid gas interactions with solid materials through integrated studies of the interaction of key acid gases (CO2, NO2, NO, SO2, H2S) with a broad range of materials. The center combines the application of in situ molecular spectroscopic studies with complimentary modeling techniques to develop a deep knowledge base with a broad class of materials that will ultimately accelerate materials discovery for large-scale energy applications. The center conducts research in three major thrust areas:

1) **Model Metal Oxides**: Develops a molecular level understanding of the surface chemistry of acid gas interactions with model sorbents and catalysts and their structural evolution.

2) **Ordered Porous Materials**: Explores the effects of local defects, linkers and metal centers of metal-organic frameworks to tune adsorption interactions and determine structural features that control (in)stability.

3) **Disordered Porous Materials**: Seeks to build on knowledge base of model oxide and ordered porous systems to understand heterogeneous systems and to develop a body of knowledge relating support structure/polymer/heteroatom/defects to interaction and stability in the presence of acid gases.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Demonstrated the influence of synthesis methods of state-of-the-art supported metal oxide catalysts for selective catalytic reduction of NO by NH3: characterizations revealed that unique defect sites were introduced for one synthetic method over the other and resulted in increased catalytic activity.
- Computational characterization of ZIF-8 MOFs found that defects and vacancies provide the starting points for material degradation upon acid gas exposure, which is consistent with observations from model oxide studies.
- Demonstrated the ability to tune kinetic water stability in MOF-74 through proper combination of metal sites while still maintaining high CO2 adsorption capacities under flue gas conditions.
- Identified distinct differences in the stability of porous organic cages towards SO2 exposure depending on the chirality of cage linkers and demonstrated stability through use of racemic mixtures.
- Investigations of polymer morphology in aminopolymer-silica composites yielded insights into sorbent efficacy that provide guidelines for the design of sorbent systems with improved kinetics and efficiency for CO2 capture.
UNCAGE-ME research, from left: ceria nanocrystals with well-defined surface facets provide a model system to study acid gas interactions; defects in ZIF-8 are the starting point of acid gas degradation; grain boundaries in porous organic cages accelerate degradation; insights into polymer morphology of aminopolymer-oxide composite sorbents provide guidelines for designing sorbents with improved kinetic performance as well as CO₂ capture efficiency.

IMPACT

- Several EFRC PIs have won national awards including Hayes (2015 ACS Saint Louis Award), Jones (2016 AIChE Andreas Acrivos Award for Professional Progress in Chemical Engineering), Wachs (2015 Lee Hsun Lecture Award of the Chinese Academy of Sciences), and Walton (2015 ACS Women Chemists’ Committee Rising Star Award and 2016 AIChE FRI/John G. Kunesh Award for Outstanding Contributions to Separations Technologies)
- Penn State (Sinnott) has developed molecular models and new force field parameters for the COMB3 potential that allows for molecular modeling of titanium carbide-derived carbons. These parameters were distributed to the community via the LAMMPS website. (http://lammps.sandia.gov/)
- Georgia Tech (Lively/Sholl) published a perspective article in *J. Phys. Chem. Letters* (reference in the list below) and produced a short YouTube video (with help from Walton) for the American Chemical Society to describe their findings (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BS2oKeE9aM). This video was also highlighted in the science blog “The Leap” (http://www.scilogs.com/the-leap/researchers-get-fancy-with-an-iggy-azalea-inspired-journal-submission/).
- EFRC PI Filler established a new podcast called Nanovation, a forum to address the big questions, challenges, and opportunities of nanotechnology. Sixteen episodes are currently available at http://www.fillerlab.com/nanovation/.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of Oct 2016, UNCAGE-ME had published 41 peer-reviewed publications cited over 150 times. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH

The objectives of NCGC are to provide the fundamental understanding necessary to predict and enhance the performance of underground CO₂ storage systems, and to mitigate problems if they arise during storage operations. Capture and geological sequestration of CO₂ is a potential means of limiting global warming. NCGC uses advanced characterization and modeling tools, combined with specially designed experiments employing purpose-built equipment, to probe the molecular and nanoscale origins of the critical features of fluid-rock systems, with particular reference to CO₂-bearing fluids under carbon storage conditions. The project is organized around three research themes:

1) **Fractured Shale**: Discover and characterize the key parameters that determine the effectiveness of fractured shales for sealing CO₂ in the subsurface and preventing release back to the surface.

2) **Secondary Trapping**: Quantitatively describe the nanoscale origins, importance and limitations of secondary trapping processes (capillary, dissolution and mineral trapping) for maintaining storage security for long time periods.

3) **Mesoscale Modelling Challenge**: Develop the computational tools and insight necessary to model the mesoscale coupling of nanoscale and molecular processes that determine the material properties and dynamics that ultimately are needed to achieve research themes 1 and 2.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Used experiments and modeling to show that shales are robust seals for CO₂, especially when they contain more than 35% clay minerals.
- Determined that organic material and fluid-mineral reactions cause wetting properties to be time-dependent in the subsurface, thus changing the extent of capillary trapping of CO₂.
- Discovered how solution structure and mineral surface templates affect nucleation sites and rates. The studies suggest that preferential nucleation on specific mineral surfaces determines the subsequent porosity and permeability modification in the subsurface.
- Expanded knowledge of supercritical CO₂ (scCO₂)-brine-mineral systems with experiments and theory. Measured the thickness of brine films on mineral surfaces in the presence of scCO₂, with important implications for the efficiency of capillary trapping.
- Developed an approach for determining mineral reactive surface area that combines 3D X-ray CT, 3D FIB-SEM, and 2D Back-Scattered EM, which was then verified with flow-through experiments.
- Developed an experimental-characterization-modeling workflow that creates digital renditions of subsurface pore structure that became the basis for the largest and highest resolution pore-scale reactive transport simulation of CO₂ injection and trapping ever conducted.
- Used SAXS/SANS to demonstrate interplay between CaCO₃ precipitation and nanopore properties.
IMPACT

- Edited the 2013 and 2015 Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry (RiMG) volumes and conducted associated short courses on pore scale geochemical and mineralogical topics.
- Created new specialized experimental systems that can replicate subsurface conditions and allow for in situ and operando micro-characterization with X-rays and neutrons.
- Developed, with joint DOE SciDAC funding, new high performance computing tools to model pore-scale fluid flow and chemical reactions.
- Ensured industrial relevance by including advisory board members from BP, Exxon-Mobil, and Shell.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, NCGC had published 123 peer-reviewed publications cited over 2,500 times and filed two invention disclosures. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
CASP’s mission is to investigate and harness the interactions between nanomaterials and light to produce fundamental breakthroughs that will enable the next generation of low-cost, high-efficiency solar energy conversion systems. CASP’s focus is on solution-processible semiconductor nanocrystals, or quantum dots (QDs), that are small enough to exhibit “quantum confinement,” a phenomenon which affects the interactions of these structures with light and each other in profound ways. QD properties can be tailored by varying particle composition, size, shape, internal structure, and inter-particle interactions. CASP is organized into three thrusts:

- **Novel Physical Phenomena:** Combines capabilities in optical and scanning-probe spectroscopies emphasizing state-of-the-art femtosecond and single-dot techniques with theory, modeling and simulation including effective-mass, tight-binding, quantum chemistry, and atomistic approaches.

- **Novel NanoMaterials:** Provides advanced capabilities for implementing materials-by-design concepts in the synthesis of engineered nanocrystals and multifunctional nanocomposites using colloidal and plasma-based techniques.

- **Charge Manipulation and Exploratory Devices:** Houses unique capabilities for probing charge transport in mesoscopic QD arrays, as well as for fabrication and characterization of QD-based energy conversion architectures that exploit novel nanoscale physics.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Demonstrated enhanced carrier multiplication (CM) within quantum-confined nanocrystals that allows for the conversion of single high-energy photons into multiple electron-hole pairs and the development of rigorous experimental protocols for quantifying CM efficiencies.
- Demonstrated record-high CM yields in engineered core/shell QDs via suppression of the “cooling” of highly-excited (or “hot”) charge carriers, which competes with multiexciton generation. Foundational stability and charge transport studies of QD films resulted in the demonstration of record-high carrier mobilities via intelligent control of QD surfaces and inter-particle coupling.
- Demonstrated the first stable QD-based solar cells with certified power conversion efficiencies, establishing a new technology class (“quantum-dot solar cells”) on the official PV efficiency chart.
- Made the first solar cell with quantum efficiency greater than 100%, breaking the Shockley-Queisser limit, and confirming that CM enhances the performance of real-life QD-based photovoltaic devices.
- Synthesized a variety of novel engineered nanocrystals, including advanced nanoheterostructures and doped, alloyed, and ligand-free Group IV QDs.
- Developed the underlying principles of QD-based luminescent solar concentrators, and demonstrated efficient devices with dimensions relevant to use as “solar windows.”
CASP research, from left: Heterostructured QDs by colloidal synthesis exhibit tunable optical properties; Plasma synthesis allows Group IV QDs with tunable composition and size; Solution-cast QD films can be highly ordered; PbSe QD solar cells offer extra current via CM; Transient photoconductivity allows for monitoring charge-carrier dynamics in QD films in real time; Luminescent solar concentrators for “solar windows”; Density functional theory connects optical and electronic properties of QDs to the structure of their interior and surfaces.

**IMPACT**

- CASP has supported and organized multiple international conferences devoted to QD research, including the “7th International Conference on Quantum Dots” (2012), and “20 Years of Quantum Dots at Los Alamos” (2015). CASP has also supported and organized energy- and nanomaterial-focused symposia at national meetings for major scientific societies, including the APS (2015, 2016), MRS (2015, 2011), ACS (2012, 2011), AVS (2011), and AIChE (2011).

- The CASP YIC organizes the biennial “CASP Summer School”. This two-day event is held at a CASP partner site, and brings together an impressive lineup of world leaders in QD and solar energy research for a mixture of topical seminars and direct discussions with local scientists and students.

- **UbiQD, LLC**, is a technology company based in Los Alamos, NM, dedicated to the manufacturing and applications development for luminescent QDs based on non-toxic metals, including copper indium sulfide QDs originally developed for QD-sensitized solar cells within CASP. The company was founded in 2014 by Dr. Hunter McDaniel, former chair of the CASP Young Investigator’s Committee (YIC); a joint CASP-UbiQD publication appeared in *Nature Nanotechnology* in 2015. [http://www.ubiqd.com](http://www.ubiqd.com)

**PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

As of May 2016, CASP had published 146 peer-reviewed publications cited over 10,000 times and filed 6 patent disclosures and 2 patent applications; 2 patents have been issued. The following is a selection of impactful papers:


EFRC: CENTER FOR EXCITONICS (CE)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016

WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/ce/; http://www.rle.mit.edu/excitonics/
TEAM: Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Lead): Marc Baldo (Director), Mark Bathe, Moungi Bawendi, Vladimir Bulovic, Mircea Dinca, Dirk Englund, Pablo Jarillo-Herrero, Jing Kong, Leonid Levitov, Ju Li, Keith Nelson, Gabriella Schlau-Cohen, Will Tisdale, Troy Van Voorhis, Adam Willard; MIT Lincoln Laboratory: Eric Dauler; Harvard University: Alan Aspuru-Guzik; Brookhaven National Laboratory: Charles Black, Eric Stach

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
CE’s mission is to supersede traditional electronics with devices that use excitonics to mediate the flow of energy. Excitons are nanoscale packets of energy that are characteristic of low-cost materials for solar cells and solid state lighting. Conventional materials require long range order and few defects, however excitons can survive in materials like organic molecules, quantum dots and wires, or 2D crystals that have shorter-range order. The room temperature synthesis of these more disordered materials significantly lowers manufacturing costs. CE aims to increase the efficiency of solar cells, and to develop new materials and structures for high brightness solid state lighting. The research is divided into three teams:

Team 1: Multiexciton Physics and Applications: Seeks to understand and master the dynamics of localized excitons in small molecules and quantum dots for solid state lighting and solar cell applications.

Team 2: Excitonic Antennas and Quantum Transport: Inspired by photosynthesis, study delocalized excited states in molecular assemblies known as excitonic antennas to understand how to protect excitons from long range disorder.

Team 3: Two dimensional Excitonic Crystals: Synthesize and understand the excitonic properties of 2D transition metal dichalcogenides, promising materials for solid state lighting at high brightness.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Used singlet exciton fission to generate multiple carriers in a solar cell at an efficiency of > 1.26 electrons per photon, exceeding the unity limit in conventional electronic materials.
• In conventional nanocrystalline semiconductors, extensive single molecule spectroscopy showed that excitation of secondary electrons must out-compete rapid thermalization losses. However, in molecules, CE demonstrated that these losses are spin disallowed, meaning that exciton fission can be almost perfectly efficient.
• The first demonstration of quantum process tomography on a molecular excitonic system. Experiments unambiguously demonstrated 150 fs coherences and subpicosecond populations transfer between the inner and outer walls of a J-aggregate nanotube, an analogue to a chlorosome.
• The first single-particle spectroscopy of quantum dots in the infrared, an achievement that was made possible by the unique capabilities of CE’s superconducting nanowire single photon detectors.
• Realized a hundredfold increase in efficiency of infrared quantum dot-LEDs through improved synthesis and device engineering.
• Developed nano- and atomic-scale methods to visualize exciton transport and annihilation; used the tools to diagnose why droop (low brightness) occurs in quantum dot-based LEDs.
**IMPACT**

- **Ubiquitous Energy**, co-founded by Bulovic in 2011, is developing the world's first truly transparent solar technology. The solar cells, first investigated at MIT as part of the CE EFRC, achieve transparency by selectively transmitting visible light, while harvesting invisible ultraviolet and near-infrared light into electricity. Ubiquitous Energy’s mission is to eliminate the battery life limitations of mobile devices and power smart glass for buildings. It has won numerous awards, including NSF SBIR/STTR awards and the 2015 Display Week Innovation Award, and has a pilot plant in CA.  

- **Photon Spot Inc.**, founded in 2009, specializes in superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors, their applications, and sub-Kelvin cryogenic systems. Photon Spot evaluated CE research on superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors for their business.  

- CE research accomplishments have been the basis for over $8M in follow-on funding.

**PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

As of May 2016, CE had published 202 peer-reviewed publications cited over 5,800 times and filed 31 disclosures, 21 US patent applications, and 12 foreign patent applications. Four patents have been issued and 2 disclosure and patent applications licensed. A selection of highly cited papers are:


SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH

The goals of S³TEC are to advance fundamental science and to develop materials for harnessing heat from the Sun and terrestrial sources and converting this heat into electricity via solid-state thermoelectric, thermogalvanic and thermophotovoltaic technologies. The S³TEC research forms the foundation for understanding thermodynamic and transport processes of photons, phonons, electrons, ions and spins as well as their interactions that increase efficiency of the energy conversion processes. S³TEC advances new materials for the solid-state energy conversion schemes and demonstrates new concepts via experiments. The research is organized around three major thrusts:

1) **Electron, phonon, and ion transport**: Develop tools to predict and probe electron, phonon, and ion transport properties that are of vital importance to thermoelectric and thermogalvanic energy conversion.

2) **Thermoelectric and thermogalvanic materials**: Design, synthesize, and characterize materials to improve the efficiency of thermoelectric and thermogalvanic energy conversion.

3) **High temperature photonics and thermophotovoltaics**: Discover new ways to manipulate photon absorption, emission and reflection to develop high-performance selective absorbers and emitters that are stable at high temperatures for thermophotovoltaic and thermoelectric energy conversion.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Invented spectroscopy techniques to measure phonon mean free path distributions in thermoelectric materials on an optical table.
- Advanced first-principle simulation techniques to enable *ab initio* accurate predictions of all thermoelectric transport properties.
- Observed phonon localization in heat conduction and predicted phonon hydrodynamic modes in 2D materials.
- Discovered semiconducting half-heuslers with highest power factor, achieved high thermoelectric figure of merit in SnSe-based single crystals (peak ZT ~ 2).
- Made first experimental observation of Weyl points in photonics crystals and of a ring of exceptional points spawned from a single Dirac cone, connecting Dirac physics and non-Hermitian physics.
- Proof-of-principle experiments demonstrated solar thermoelectric generators with efficiencies at 4.6% without optical concentration and 7.4% with optical concentration.
- Proof-of-principle experiments demonstrated solar thermophotovoltaic efficiency at 6.8%.
- Based on fundamental insights into tailoring high-temperature thermal radiation, invented a new type of incandescent light bulb with efficiency that can surpass that of a light emitting diode.
S^3TEC research, from left: Weyl points demonstration in photonic crystals; Thermoelectric (TE) generator prototype; novel high-efficiency incandescent light bulb; phonon mean free path measurements (MFP) results for various TE materials; first-principles calculations and neutron and electron beam probing of phonon transport; SEM image of a nanodot structure used in phonon MFP spectroscopy.

IMPACT

• S^3TEC students and post-docs are sought-after: 15 of 39 alumni have accepted faculty positions.
• Weyl point in photonic crystals was one of the 2015 Physics World’s top ten breakthrough and one of the 2015 American Physical Society’s Highlights of the Year; thermally regenerative electrochemical cycles was one of top 10 World Changing Ideas by the Scientific American Magazine in 2014; angular selectivity was one of top 100 science stories of 2014 by Discover Magazine.
• S^3TEC organized OSA Incubator on Fundamental Limits of Optical Energy Conversion, featuring speakers from S^3TEC and other EFRCs including LMI, CASP and CNGMD. As a result of the event discussions, S^3TEC published a Roadmap on Optical Energy Conversion in the IOP Journal of Optics.
• S^3TEC obtained follow-up funding from DOE for the development of high-efficiency solar TE generators (award DE-EE0005806, 2012-2015).
• S^3TEC basic research has led to practical applications, as indicated by multiple patent applications and one spin-off company, Thermoaura Inc., which was founded in 2011 and markets high-performance thermoelectric nanomaterials pioneered by the S^3TEC researchers: http://thermoaura.com/.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, S^3TEC had published 313 peer-reviewed publications cited over 11,600 times and filed 46 disclosures, 40 US patent applications, and 27 foreign patent applications. 10 patents have been issued. A selection of highly cited papers are:

• Yan, X. et al. Experimental studies on anisotropic thermoelectric properties and structures of n-type Bi2Te2.3Se0.3. *Nano Letters* 10, 3373–3378, doi: 10.1021/nl101156v (2010). [201 citations]
EFRC: CENTER FOR NEXT GENERATION OF MATERIALS BY DESIGN (CNGMD)
UPDATED: OCTOBER 2016


TEAM:
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (Lead): William Tumas (Director), John Perkins (Program Integrator), Dave Ginley (Chief Experimentalist), Stephan Lany, Andriy Zakutayev;
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory: Gerbrand Ceder (Chief Theorist), Kristin Persson;
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory: Michael Toney; Oregon State University: Janet Tate; Harvard University: Daniel Nocera, Roy Gordon; Colorado School of Mines: Vladan Stevanovic, Brian Gorman; Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Alexie Kolpak, Tonio Buonassisi

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The vision of the Center for Next Generation of Materials by Design (CNGMD) is to dramatically transform the discovery of functional energy materials through multiple-property search, incorporation of metastable materials into predictive design, and the development of specific theory to guide materials synthesis. The center integrates predictive theory with state-of-the-art high-throughput and directed synthesis and characterization including novel in-situ methods to understand and predict structure, properties, and phenomena at the molecular, nano, and meso scales. The focus is on semiconductor materials for renewable energy and energy efficiency applications including solar energy conversion, solid-state lighting, solar fuel production and piezoelectrics. Current research projects are:

1) Pnictide Search explores new metal nitrides to discover new functional semiconductor materials.
2) Polymorphs and Synthesizability aims to understand energy landscapes and identify synthetic pathways for specific polymorphs. The focus is on Mn, V and Ti oxides.
4) Defect Phase Diagrams derives the defect energies and phase diagram to guide the synthesis of defect-functionalized materials.
5) Perovskite-Inspired Materials Search designs new materials based on the electronic features of defect tolerance and long carrier lifetimes observed in hybrid organic-inorganic halide perovskites.
6) Piezoelectric Materials Search, a new project started in 2016, is developing Pb-free piezoelectric materials, including new theoretically predicted metastable materials.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Identified 9 promising materials classes for high defect tolerance based on features of hybrid organic/inorganic perovskites and experimentally showed 5 new materials have desired properties.
• Predicted a number of new nitride materials through theory. Using an activated N source, successfully synthesized metastable binary and ternary nitrides including new binary SnN.
• Predicted and experimentally validated qualitatively new phase diagrams for heterostructural alloys in the MnZnO and SnCaS systems.
• Developed first-principles approaches to predict polymorph stabilities and distributions.
• Predicted and experimentally verified new functionalities in metastable heterostructural alloys compared to isostructural alloys.
• Developed defect phase diagrams to address complex metastable defects and applied to effective electronic doping of Ga2O3 with potential applications for wide bandgap electronics.
CNGMD research, from left: Calculated electronic structure of perovskite-inspired PV absorbers; Photo-excited carrier lifetime measurements for MA3Bi2I9; Computed and experimental formation energies of MnO2 polymorphs; Measured absorption coefficient and calculated band gaps for MnZnO alloys; Calculated and measured optical absorption of metastable Sn3N4.

**IMPACT**

- **Impact on Materials Genome Initiative (MGI):** CNGMD work on Perovskite-Inspired Materials to identify and test promising, non-toxic alternatives to perovskite solar materials called out by White House in *The First Five Years of the Materials Genome Initiative: Accomplishments and Technical Highlights*. CNGMD developed methods being used for applied MGI research including Solar Energy Institute of India and US ([http://www.seriius.org](http://www.seriius.org)), the NIST-led High-Throughput Experimental Materials Science Virtual Laboratory ([https://mgi.nist.gov](https://mgi.nist.gov)) and several emerging DOE Energy Materials Network consortia (e.g. HydroGEN, Duramat).

- **Outreach, Education and Training:** Organized 2016 Spring MRS symposium “Materials, Interfaces and Devices by Design”. Three CNGMD PI’s were instructors for the associated tutorial attended by 100+ people. Two CNGMD PI’s were lecturers at the International School for Materials for Energy & Sustainability IV (2015) and V (2016). More than 30 invited talks presented by CNGMD scientists. Currently, 13 graduate students and 13 post-docs are working with CNGMD.

- **Publicly Released Research Tools and Data:** *Substrate Picker*, a CNGMD developed tool to guide substrate selection for targeted materials synthesis is now available via the Materials Project ([https://materialsproject.org](https://materialsproject.org)). Results of CNGMD first-principles material property calculations are available through NREL MatDB ([http://materials.nrel.gov](http://materials.nrel.gov)) and the Materials Project. New *in-situ* experimental tools developed at SLAC now available for general use.

**PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

As of October 2016, CNGMD had published 20 peer-reviewed publications cited over 130 times and filed 1 US patent application. The following is a selection of impactful papers:


EFRC: CENTER FOR BIO-INSPIRED ENERGY SCIENCE (CBES)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016


WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/cbes/; http://cbes.northwestern.edu/

TEAM: Northwestern University (Lead): Samuel Stupp (Director), Chad Mirkin, Monica Olvera de la Cruz, Mark Ratner, George Schatz, Igal Szleifer, Emily Weiss; Columbia University: Kyle Bishop; Harvard University: George Whitesides; New York University: Paul Chaikin; University of Michigan: Sharon Glotzer; University of Pittsburgh: Anna Balazs

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The goal of the Center for Bio-inspired Energy Science (CBES) is to develop artificial materials and systems that take inspiration from biology to optimize the way we use energy and interconvert between different energy forms, for example converting chemical energy into mechanical energy the way muscles do in living organisms. The center consists of three thrusts:

1) **Materials with Bio-Inspired Functions** focuses on materials with biomimetic functions related to inter-conversion between chemical and mechanical energy forms (as muscles do), particles inspired by biological organelles that utilize feedback mechanisms to mediate chemical reactions, and the development of adaptive materials.

2) **Colloidal Machines** investigates active matter in the form of colloidal machines, which are systems of nanometer to micrometer scale colloids that behave collectively far from equilibrium.

3) **Bio-Inspired Transport of Energy and Charge** explores artificial matter that could exhibit bio-inspired mechanisms of electron and ion transport, such as those of transmembrane ion pumps, electronic ratchets, and photosynthetic systems.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Inorganic nanoparticles covered with complementary DNA strands can assemble into 20 different lattice symmetries and a wide variety of lattice constants that had not previously been possible with other nanoscale assembly schemes. Unlike other methods, the crystalline structures are fully “programmable” depending on the sequences of the DNA strands mediating nanoparticle assembly.
- Energy landscapes of peptide amphiphile and chromophore amphiphile assemblies can be controlled to determine their function. Molecular dynamics simulations capture differences in assembly between pathways, such as density of β-sheet hydrogen bonds.
- Mechanically bistable molecules were developed that display dissipative transitions between metastable states. Transitions between these states provide switching functions that can be combined with external forces or light to make molecular machines.
- Muscle tissue is a remarkable hierarchically organized material, the foundation of which rests on the ability of motor proteins to convert chemical energy into mechanical motion. A novel family of molecular machine prototypes known as daisy chains were developed that express large-amplitude length changes in response to thermal or electrochemical stimuli. These mechanical motions resemble the extension and contraction of a sarcomere, the basic functional unit of muscle tissue.
- Nanostructures were developed to demonstrate the energy conversion of plasmonic excitations (short-lived and highly-dissipative but collective and strong) into a photocurrent or to drive chemical reactions in solution. Theoretical work suggests that such a conversion is not possible without concentrating the energy within a small region of space.
CBES research, from left: preparative pathway of self-assembled supramolecular systems can determine their final position in their energy landscape; transmutable nanoparticles are building blocks with different possible binding characteristics that can be selectively activated and deactivated; self-propelled vortex doublets within mixtures of actively rotating fluids; reactions catalyzed by surface-bound enzymes generate fluid flow, causing reagent-laden microcapsules to aggregate; and model of “colloidal cells” from active particles.

IMPACT

- Public CBES Research Symposium held at Northwestern University, July 31, 2015, featured guest speakers Joanna Aizenberg from Harvard University and Juan de Pablo from the University of Chicago and selected CBES investigators. 66 students and post-docs attended.
- Gordon Research Conference on “Complex Active & Adaptive Material Systems: Designing Biomimetic, Dissipative Material Systems” will be held Jan. 29-Feb. 3, 2017 in Ventura, California (Anna C. Balazs, Chair; will include research presentations by five different CBES faculty).
- Endowment funds totaling $5 million were provided to Northwestern to build a dedicated facility for CBES because of the donors’ interest in the concept of bio-inspired energy science. CBES administration and part of its research activities will be localized in this new space at Northwestern.
- Out of 86 alumni in permanent jobs, 53 now have academic positions, 31 work in industry, and 2 have government positions.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CBES had published 350 peer-reviewed publications cited over 13,300 times and filed 22 disclosures, 13 US patent applications, and 8 foreign patent applications. One patent has been issued and five disclosures or patent applications have been licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

EFRC: ARGONNE-NORTHWESTERN SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH CENTER (ANSE R)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016

WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/anser/; http://www.ansercenter.org

TEAM: Northwestern University (Lead): Michael Wasielewski (Director), Michael Bedzyk, Robert Chang, Mark Hersam, Joseph Hupp, Mercourii Kanatzidis, Tobin Marks, Mark Ratner, George Schatz, Samuel Stupp, Emily Weiss; Argonne National Laboratory: Lin Chen, Alex Martinson, Michael Pellin, David Tiede; Yale University: Gary Brudvig, Robert Crabtree, Victor Batista, James Mayer; University of Chicago: Luping Yu; University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign: Sharon Hammes-Schiffer

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The ANSER Center focuses on understanding how molecules, materials, and systems can use sunlight to generate charges that drive catalysts for solar fuels formation and directly power photovoltaic cells. The center addresses a common set of fundamental questions that must be answered in both contexts to successfully utilize sunlight as a renewable energy source for fuels and electricity. By attacking the common questions intrinsic to solar fuels and electricity in the same research center, ANSER provides opportunities for crosscutting solutions not possible by addressing only fuels or electricity alone. The long-term vision of the ANSER Center is to develop the fundamental understanding, materials and methods necessary to create dramatically more efficient technologies for solar fuels and electricity production. This vision is realized by understanding and characterizing the basic phenomena of solar energy conversion dynamics, by designing and synthesizing new nanoscale and mesoscale architectures with extraordinary functionality, and by linking basic solar energy conversion phenomena across time and space to create emergent energy conversion systems operating with exceptional performance. The center consists of two thrusts:

1) Solar fuels: A hierarchical approach to understanding catalyst and photocatalyst function is used to realize efficient solar fuel production (from water-splitting and CO2 reduction) at acceptable rates and driving forces.

2) Solar electricity: Fabrication of photovoltaic cells from relatively simple, non-toxic, Earth-abundant, and low-cost materials affording large-scale solar electricity production in the future.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- First to demonstrate an all-solid-state dye-sensitized solar cell, based on perovskites, with a power conversion efficiency greater than 10%, launching a flurry of research on perovskite solar cells.
- Found that replacing the uniform self-assembled monolayer on the anode in an organic photovoltaic cell with a “supersaturated” heterogeneous monolayer increases the power conversion efficiency 54% due to superior charge selectivity and collection.
- Synthesized a rare form of iron oxide and showed it is one of only a few feasible water oxidation photoanodes. ANSER also discovered that a common form of iron oxide, functionalized with iridium water-oxidation catalysts, can use the sun to split water into hydrogen and oxygen in acidic solutions.
- Discovered that nickel-sulfide catalysts deposited within metal organic framework (MOF) films exhibit enhanced hydrogen production compared to MOF-free versions due to the local MOF environment.
- Used theory to discover an amphiphilic organic molecule, used in solar fuel cells, with the optimal structure to facilitate the electron-transfer processes that occur during hydrogen production.
- Demonstrated that ternary organic components, which expand the spectral range of light absorption, improved the power conversion efficiency of bulk heterojunction solar cells by 20%.
ANSER research, from left: epitaxial relationships between indium tin oxide substrate and iron oxide (hematite); structural features of crystalline films elucidated at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Lab); measured and calculated pair distribution functions for an active iridium water oxidation catalyst; crystals of a hybrid perovskite material; X-ray crystal structure of a molecular catalyst for proton reduction

IMPACT

- ANSER hosts an annual symposium with the main theme alternating yearly between the two thrusts of the Center (solar electricity and fuels). Each year a roster of six outstanding young and established scientists from the field are invited to discuss their work in a forum open to the community. The symposium is attended by 160+ registered participants from around the Midwest, and is highlighted by a public keynote address from one selected invitee.
- ANSER and the Northwestern University Office for STEM Education Partnership co-host an annual teacher workshop series for middle and high school teachers from the greater Chicago area. The Climate Change and Sustainability Professional Development Series includes workshops, research symposia, lab activities and curriculum development.
- **Catalytic Innovations LLC**, a spin-off company from Yale University founded in 2015 to commercialize molecular materials for catalysis and corrosion resistance. This technology demonstrates an application of research done at ANSER, where Catalytic Innovations’ implementation of molecular iridium electrocatalyst technology is the first demonstration of industrial use of a heterogenized molecular catalyst. Catalytic Innovations wastewater systems using this technology are also pioneering solar fuel generation, as an early demonstration of an economically viable solar fuels system. [http://cat.aly.st/](http://cat.aly.st/)

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, ANSER had published 341 peer-reviewed publications cited over 16,000 times and filed 30 disclosures, 20 US patent applications, and 1 foreign patent application. One patent has been issued. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The overarching goal of the FIRST Center is to develop fundamental understanding and validated, predictive models of the unique nanoscale environment at fluid-solid interfaces that will enable transformative advances in electrical energy storage and electrocatalysis. FIRST’s primary emphasis is on capacitive and pseudocapacitive energy storage controlled by ion sorption and surface redox reactions that occur within the so-called electrical double layer (EDL) at electrode/electrolyte interfaces. The center studies aqueous, organic and room temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) electrolyte solutions and electrode materials including various forms of nanoporous carbon, the novel 2D MXene transition metal carbonitrides and metals. Such interfaces also facilitate electrocatalytic reactions and FIRST seeks to understand the interfacial structures and dynamics that control the mechanisms and efficiency of selected energy-relevant redox reactions. The center consists of two highly interactive Thrusts:

1) **Structure and Dynamics of Simple Fluid-Solid Interfaces**: Develop predictive conceptual and multiscale computational models and validate them using advanced nanoscale probes of electrolyte structures, dynamics and reactivity at well-understood interfaces.

2) **Structure and Dynamics of Complex Fluid-Solid Interfaces**: Use these models to guide the synthesis of novel materials and functional interfacial systems that address current technological barriers in (pseudo)capacitive electrical energy storage and electrocatalysis.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Developed a deep body of integrated synthesis, computation and nanoscale characterization studies of the structure, dynamics and capacitive energy storage potential of RTILs that is enabling predictive design of supercapacitors that operate at extremes of temperature and electrochemical potential.
- Developed and patented novel electrode materials including onion-like carbons (OLC) with superior rate-handling and sorptive properties for micro- and pseudo-capacitors, and hierarchical ordered mesoporous carbons using a ‘bricks and mortar’ synthesis approach that enables incorporation of additives like few-layers graphene and OLC to enhance energy and power density and conductivity.
- Used Density Functional Theory (DFT) approaches to predict the stabilities of an entirely new class of conducting 2D mixed-transition-metal carbonitrides (MXenes) and then successfully synthesized several such materials that show great promise for pseudocapacitors and electrocatalysts.
- Combined DFT and reactive classical molecular dynamics simulations to reveal the detailed mechanisms controlling the reduction of CO₂ to CO (a liquid fuel precursor) co-catalyzed by RTIL cations at post-transition metal electrodes, in quantitative agreement with FIRST experiments.
FIRST research, from left: Novel 2D double-transition-metal carbonitrides (MXenes) synthesized based on computational predictions; Classical MD and classical DFT prediction of the oscillatory capacitance of nanoporous electrodes as a function of ion size versus pore size; CMD-predicted effect of surface curvature on nanoparticulate electrode capacitance; novel synchrotron X-ray and neutron scattering and spectroscopic approaches developed to validate computationally-predicted interfacial structures and dynamics; mechanism revealed that controls highly efficient and selective reduction of CO₂ to CO co-catalyzed by imidazolium RTIL cations at a cheap and nontoxic bismuth electrode surface in acetonitrile electrolyte.

IMPACT

• In a series of high impact publications FIRST demonstrated how a new scanning-probe microscopic approach, termed Electrochemical Strain Microscopy (ESM), enables real time monitoring of the rates of ion and electrolyte transport into and out of battery and capacitor electrodes. It works by measuring the local volumetric responses (with submicron lateral resolution) to ion intercalation and pore pressure changes associated with electrode charging/discharging. ESM was licensed to Asylum Research and is now available to general users of ORNL’s Center for Nanophase Materials Science (CNMS) where it is heavily subscribed. https://www.asylumresearch.com/
• FIRST developed and patented the Electrochemical Flow Capacitor (EFC) concept that involves a slurry of micron-sized or larger conducting particles suspended in an aqueous or polar organic electrolyte. The particles become charged by collisions with the current collectors and one another when the slurry is pumped through electrode compartments, storing electrical energy in the EDLs developed in the nanoporous particles and in redox-active sorbed organic molecules. FIRST laid extensive groundwork for establishing the roles of particle size/shape/loading, collector channel size and pseudocapacitive enhancement in controlling performance, and is now developing multiscale computational models to accelerate predictive design. EFC’s combine the high power handling and cycle life of supercapacitors with scalable energy storage for grid-scale applications.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, FIRST had published 242 peer-reviewed publications cited over 10,400 times and filed 8 disclosures, 7 US patent applications, and 5 foreign patent applications. 3 patents have been issued and 1 patent application licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:
EFRC: THE CENTER FOR MOLECULAR ELECTROCATALYSIS (CME)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016


WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/EFRC/; http://efrc.pnnl.gov/

TEAM: Pacific Northwest National Lab (Lead): Morris Bullock (Director), Aaron Appel, Simone Raugei, Michael Mock, Eric Wiedner, Molly O’Hagan; Yale University: James Mayer; University of Illinois: Sharon Hammes-Schiffer; University of Wisconsin-Madison: Shannon Stahl

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The vision of the Center for Molecular Electrocatalysis (CME) is to develop a fundamental understanding of proton transfer reactions that will lead to transformational changes in our ability to design molecular electrocatalysts for the interconversion of electricity and fuels. The objective is to understand, predict, and control the intramolecular and intermolecular flow of protons in electrocatalytic multi-proton, multi-electron processes including the production of H₂, the oxidation of H₂, the reduction of O₂, and the reduction of N₂. The central hypothesis is that fast and efficient catalysis for these reactions requires control of proton movement over multiple length scales that vary by orders of magnitude. Through a tightly integrated experimental and theoretical strategy, the CME is identifying the molecular and mesoscale principles required for control of both proton transfer and electron transfer reactions to rationally design fast, efficient molecular electrocatalysts. Three subtasks of the CME efforts are:

- **Production of H₂ and Oxidation of H₂**: Representing the simplest reactions, with only 2 H⁺ and 2 e⁻, the production and oxidation of H₂ are critical for solar fuels production and utilization.
- **Reduction of O₂**: The 4 H⁺ and 4 e⁻ reduction of O₂ to H₂O is the essential reaction in the reductive side of a fuel cell, and represents a substantial increase in complexity relative to H₂.
- **Reduction of N₂ and Oxidation of NH₃**: The reduction of N₂ and oxidation of NH₃ are the most complex of these transformations, involving 6 H⁺ and 6 e⁻, and provide the basis for global food production and a potential energy storage cycle based on nitrogen.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Designed the first molecular electrocatalysts that produce H₂ at a rate (>100,000 s⁻¹) faster than the natural hydrogenase enzyme, albeit at a higher overpotential (lower efficiency). This achievement was only possible through an unprecedented mechanistic understanding and tuning of individual steps of the reaction pathway.
- Designed electrocatalysts for oxidation of H₂ based on iron, an earth-abundant metal that is far less expensive than platinum that is commonly used in fuel cells.
- Designed iron complexes that are very fast electrocatalysts for reduction of oxygen, including the fastest known molecular electrocatalysts. Provided critical understanding of the relationship between rate and overpotential.
- Achieved the lowest overpotential to date for electrochemical O₂ reduction reaction (ORR) with a molecular catalyst system, using cooperative metal-free redox shuttles to mediate chemical and electrochemical reactions. This use of electron- and electron-proton-transfer mediators in molecular electrocatalysis introduces an important new strategy to enhance the energy efficiency and rates of electrochemical reactions.
- First successful example using chromium complexes in the reduction of nitrogen to ammonia, using chromium complexes with specialized polyphosphine ligands.
Energy Frontier Research Centers

CME research, from left: Formation of the H-H bond in molecular electrocatalysts involves a transition state that combines H⁺ and H⁻; Chromium has been identified in N₂ reduction studies as offering reactivity unique reactivity compared to molybdenum or tungsten; Control of proton movement is critical in H₂, O₂ and N₂ reactions; Computational analysis of energetics leads to an understanding of many possible pathways for production of H₂; Catalytic oxidation of H₂ can occur by different mechanisms, depending on whether the proton or electron is removed first.

IMPACT

• Control of electron transfers has been studied in energy conversion reactions for decades. Addition or removal of protons are key features, yet few catalysts are designed with the recognition of the critical role of proton movement. The pivotal role of pendant amines functioning as proton relays, pioneered by the CME, has been recognized as a key design principle by many research groups worldwide, using ligands designed in the CME.
• The Hydrogen Catalysis Team (including 12 scientists from the CME) was recognized by the 2015 ACS Catalysis Lectureship for the Advancement of Catalytic Science, marking the first time the lectureship was awarded to a team.
• Used accurate experimental and computational thermodynamic approaches to explore competitive reaction pathways, proving a rational basis for catalyst design that has been adopted by other research groups.
• Many research groups have adopted improved techniques developed in the CME for determining overpotentials (a measure of energy efficiency) for transformations of H₂, O₂, CO₂, and N₂.
• New computational methodology for calculating the reorganization energy, a key parameter required to calculate the rate, for electron transfer and proton-coupled electron transfer in electrochemical systems, was developed and made freely available to the public by porting to the GAMESS electronic structure program.
• The use of molecular mediators for the O₂ reduction reaction was the subject of a patent application at UW-Madison, where researchers received supplemental funding through the WARF Accelerator Program to promote commercialization.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CME had published 122 peer-reviewed publications cited over 4,100 times and filed 1 US patent application. A selection of highly cited papers are:
**SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH**

The goals of CLSF are to develop a detailed nano- to meso-scale understanding of plant cell walls, from cellulose microfibril (CMF) formation to the assembly of CMFs with other wall components to form the versatile plant cell wall. Cellulosic biomass (lignocellulose) holds great promise as a large-scale, renewable and sustainable source of liquid biofuels for transportation, if technical obstacles stemming from its complex, hierarchical structure could be overcome. CLSF’s research will form the scientific foundation for designing methods to deconstruct cell walls and for coaxing plants into making modified walls for significant advances in sustainable energy and materials. The research is organized around two interconnected themes that lie at the interface of biology and physics:

1) **Cellulose Synthesis and Crystallization:** Elucidate how plants synthesize CMFs, including how cellulose synthases (CESAs) polymerize and secrete individual glucan chains and how multimeric cellulose synthase complexes (CSCs) assemble multiple chains into 3-nm-wide CMFs. CMFs are long, crystalline arrays of glucans that form the major load-bearing component of the plant cell wall.

2) **Structure and Assembly of Cell Walls:** Elucidate the rules of assembly by which CMFs interact with diverse matrix polymers to form complex, multilamellate structures, ranging from highly extensible primary cell walls in growing tissues to rigid lignified secondary cell walls in xylem and other cells.

**SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

- Determined the 3D molecular structure for the catalytic domain of a plant CESA. The structure was first proposed based on computational modeling, then confirmed experimentally in a bacterial CESA.
- For the first time, characterized in-vitro cellulose biosynthesis in a bacterial cellulose synthesis complex reconstituted from purified components.
- Computationally predicted a deleterious CESA mutation that was then verified through genetic testing and live cell imaging of cellulose synthesis complexes, opening up the possibility of rationally designing CESAs to engineer the properties of cellulose, biomass and biomaterials.
- Discovered that CSC is made from three types of CESAs in equal proportion. Additional experiments and modeling indicate that CSC contains 18 CESAs (3 in each lobe of 6), contrary to the long held assumption that CSC contains 36 CESAs.
- Elucidated the connection between CMF orientation and the cytoskeleton: a protein, CSI1, binds to CESA and microtubules, providing the long-hypothesized link between these two components.
- Developed Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy to quantify the amount, orientation, and mesoscale packing of crystalline CMFs in intact plant cell walls. This tool revealed CMFs in secondary cell walls are often aligned in anti-parallel directions.
- Used atomic force microscopy and solid-state NMR to discern direct cellulose-cellulose junctions and cellulose-pectin interactions that dominate primary cell wall structure and its mechanical properties.
Energy Frontier Research Centers

IMPACT

• When the CLSF was initiated, a vast communication gap existed between the physical chemists who study cellulose structure and the biologists who are discovering how this material is synthesized by plants. CLSF helped to bridge this gap by organizing and sponsoring two symposia at the American Chemical Society meeting in 2011 and 2012 and a 3-day international symposium at Penn State in 2013 with about 150 attendees.

• Overthrew the “tethered network” model of primary cell walls that dominated the field for the last 25 years. Xyloglucans were postulated to form load-bearing tethers linking dispersed CMFs into a cohesive network, but this was refuted when enzymatic cutting of xyloglucans did not loosen the cell wall. Computational modeling, NMR experiments and atomic force microscopy indicate a cell wall model where strength is controlled at limited, direct junctions formed between CMFs.

• CLSF researchers are recognized as leaders in the cell wall community: they garnered more invitations to speak at the last two international cell wall conferences than any other group.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CLSF had published 132 peer-reviewed publications cited over 1,600 times and filed one US patent application. A selection of highly cited papers are:


EFRC: CENTER FOR DIRECT CATALYTIC CONVERSION OF BIOMASS TO BIOFUELS (C3Bio)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016

WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/EFRC/c3bio; http://www.purdue.edu/discoverypark/c3bio/

TEAM: PURDUE UNIVERSITY (Lead): Maureen McCann (Director), Rakesh Agrawal, Nicholas Carpita, Clint Chapple, W. Nicholas Delgass, Hilkka Kenttämaa, Richard Meilan, Nathan Mosier, Fabio Ribeiro; National Renewable Energy Laboratory: Gregg Beckham, Michael Crowley, Bryon Donohoe, Michael Himmel, Melvin Tucker; University of California-Santa Barbara: Mahdi Abu-Omar; University of Tennessee: Joseph Bozell; Northeastern University: Lee Makowski

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
C3Bio explores the potential of chemical catalysis and fast pyrolysis to transform the main components of lignocellulosic biomass (cellulose, xylan, and lignin) from grasses and trees directly to liquid hydrocarbons and aromatic co-products, the components of gasoline and jet fuels. The center aims to specify both the structures within and the reaction products from lignocellulosic biomass. C3Bio’s vision is a future of “no carbon left behind”—the full utilization of carbon from plant cell walls in energy-dense fuels and high-value chemicals that are compatible with existing engines and transportation infrastructure. The team of plant biologists, chemists, and chemical engineers address three research goals:

1) Robust catalyses: Discover catalytic and pyrolytic processes specifically designed for the structural complexity of biomass.

2) Redesigned biomass: Tailor the structure of plant cell walls to optimize them for carbon- and energy-efficient catalytic and pyrolytic transformations.

3) Biomass-catalyst interactions and systems: Deliver innovative pathways for targeted product portfolios from tailored lignocellulosic biomass.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Developed a powerful bimetallic catalytic system for the disassembly of lignin via β-O-4 ether bond cleavages from milled wood that produces high-value methoxypropylphenol products. Lignin is the major source of biomass recalcitrance in biochemical conversion processes. The new ability to first deconstruct lignin to useful products revolutionizes the conventional concept of the cellulosic biorefinery in which lignin is a waste stream or co-fired for power generation.

• Built a suite of hydropyrolysis and catalytic upgrading reactors coupled with in-house, cutting-edge mass-spectrometric analyses to develop a detailed understanding of how fast-hydropyrolysis and in situ hydrodeoxygenation in the presence of appropriate catalyst(s) can produce 100% drop-in hydrocarbon fuels starting from cellulose, methoxypropylphenols, or from delignified biomass. C3Bio found that the number of primary products of fast pyrolysis is greatly reduced, making hydrodeoxygenation in the vapor phase a viable technology.

• Gained genetic control of lignin synthesis within plants to produce poplar trees with high yield and selectivity for a single methoxypropylphenol product after catalytic depolymerization of lignin. This provides proof-of-concept that tailored biomass could reduce energy inputs in the biorefinery, for example, by facilitating product separations.

• New knowledge of the regulatory control of lignin biosynthesis by transcription factors is allowing bypass of a yield penalty commonly observed in plants with modified lignin structures. C3Bio can now simplify lignin structure in plants for downstream conversion without compromising growth.
C3Bio research, from left: crystal structure of a plant-specific domain in cellulose synthase; electron tomogram of a plant cell wall after catalytic treatment; model of secondary wall structure constructed from tomograms; model of a cellulose microfibril bound by a fusion protein delivering an iron catalyst in planta; fast-pyrolysis of cellulose at the inlet of the mass spectrometer.

IMPACT

• C3Bio has organized and/or co-hosted two Frontiers in Bioenergy symposia, three I-cubed workshops for STEM High School teachers, five Duke Energy Academy at Purdue programs, Purdue Bioenergy day, and the Purdue-France Biofuels Workshop together with the French US scientific attaché.
• Maureen McCann leads the Duke Energy Academy at Purdue program (DEAP), a one-week immersive program for High School students and teachers, which aims to inspire pre-college students both to enter STEM disciplines and to envision energy scholarship as part of their educational and career goals. C3Bio faculty contribute lectures, hands-on demonstrations, and research projects for student/teacher teams. Over 400 participants have been supported by a grant from the Duke Energy Foundation in the past five years, and funding is committed through 2019.
• Anchored by C3Bio research, the U.S. Department of the Navy and Purdue University, in 2014, signed a Statement of Cooperation agreeing to work together to convert up to half of the Navy and Marine Corps' energy consumption to alternative sources, including biofuels, by 2020.
• C3Bio’s catalytic depolymerization of lignin is the technology basis of start-up company Spero Energy Inc., founded by Mahdi Abu-Omar in 2013 (http://www.speroenergy.com). Presently manufactured from petroleum feedstock via a multi-step process, methoxypropylphenols are high-value fragrance and flavor compounds with an annual market value of $450 M.
• Follow-on funding for C3Bio has exceeded $6M, including $1.5M contribution of mass spectrometric equipment from industry partner Thermo Scientific.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, C3Bio had published 119 peer-reviewed publications cited over 2,250 times and filed 18 disclosures, 9 US patent applications, and 3 international patent applications. 4 disclosures or patent applications have been licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The mission of the Center is to understand and provide control of transport properties in complex battery systems with respect to multiple length scales, from molecular to mesoscale (m2m); to minimize heat and maximize work of electrical energy storage devices. While battery inefficiency can be approached at the macro level, emphasizing bulk parameters and bulk methods cannot fully interrogate or address the inherent heterogeneity of ion and electron flux contributing to the local resistance within an electrode and at the interfaces. In order to develop the capability to predict and ultimately control energy storage systems, these inefficiencies must be understood not just as a bulk property (heat), but rather as localized resistance at the molecular to mesoscale (m2m) levels. The center has three Scientific Inquiry Areas (SIA):

1. What are the fundamental limits of ion and electron transport and electron transfer over multiple length scales? Investigation of transport and transfer phenomena for redox active moieties with several configurations and considering the roles of structure, crystallite size and particle size.

2. How do the phenomena change across multiple domains including interfaces? The influence of physical properties, surface functionalization, and process on the transfer and transport properties and the function of composite electrodes will be explored.

3. How do the transport phenomena evolve over time in systems not at equilibrium? The effect of extended cycling on energy related solids will be studied to determine the effect of time.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• A comprehensive investigation of multi-electron transfer reactions in Fe₃O₄ was conducted using experiment and ab-initio calculations. Results provide the 1st experimental evidence that the cubic-close-packed (ccp) O-anion array in Fe₃O₄ is sustained throughout lithiation and delithiation.
• Detailed analysis of composite electrodes formulated using nanocrystalline Fe₃O₄ quantified the presence of active material aggregates. The first multi-scale mathematical model accounting for mass transport on both the crystal and agglomerate length-scales was developed for magnetite electrodes. Active material utilization predictions due to transport limitations on the material and aggregate size were made possible.
• First direct experimental demonstration of lateral (ab plane) Li⁺ diffusion in 1D α-MnO₂ type materials. Identified possible link with surface oxygen vacancies.
• The formation of a conductive network through a reduction-displacement reaction in AgₓVₓPO₄ type materials was mapped via EDXRD. The data revealed that a composite electrode formulation is beneficial, but does not ensure complete electrical contact of each active particle.
m2M research, from left: Annual dark-field (ADF) image of a Fe3O4 nanoparticles with high-angle ADF image and structural model; Nanocrystalline Fe3O4 aggregate TEM image; First predictive multiscale continuum model; STEM-HAADF image of Ag1.16Mn8O16 nanorod. EELS results indicating surface oxygen vacancies; Regenerated α-MnO2 nanofiber after 100 cycles.

IMPACT

- **m2M** EFRC organized a one-day workshop on Advanced Characterization Techniques for Energy Storage jointly hosted by BNL’s Center for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) and National Synchrotron Light Source-II (NSLS-II). Attendance included other energy storage EFRCs and JCSER. Participated in the Electrochemical Energy Summit at the 228th Electrochemical Society.

- Impact of **m2M** Center noted through 9 invited talks and 5 invited publications including the following. Keynote address at the National Academy of Inventors Induction ceremony in Pasadena, CA. Invited presentation on Contemporary Issues and Case Studies in Electrochemical Innovation 2 at PRIME. Held every four years, this international gathering is the joint effort of The Electrochemical Society (ECS), The Electrochemical Society of Japan (ECSJ), and The Korean Electrochemical Society (KECS).

- **m2M** Director co-authored an invited “Best Practices for Reporting on Energy Storage” editorial for ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces.

- NY state matching funds for the **m2M** EFRC award were obtained to establish a new pouch cell facility for assembly of prototype batteries in the dry room at BNL. This will provide a new institutional resource as a result of the EFRC project.

- **m2M** investigations on Ag+ and Ag0 contributions to conductivity led to conceptualization of new program on solid state electrolytes funded by EERE for $1.2M.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of Oct 2016, **m2M** had published 33 peer-reviewed publications cited over 100 times, filed 2 disclosures and 2 US patent applications. The following is a selection of impactful papers:


SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The major aim of CGS is to design and tailor-make new materials for the efficient separation of industrially-relevant gases, which requires the ability to discriminate between their often subtle chemical and physical differences. Thus, CGS is also developing novel characterization and computational methods to guide understanding of the materials properties necessary for such separation specificity and efficiency. Given that industrial separations processes currently account for 10-15% of total global energy consumption, efforts to reduce these energy costs by employing more effective materials represent a vital pursuit towards lowering our overall energy usage. In particular, CGS is targeting novel adsorbents for CO2 capture, the separation of O2 from air and N2 from methane, and for the shape-selective separation of hydrocarbons. CGS research focuses on three major goals:

1) **Materials Synthesis**: Design and synthesis of new chemically and mechanically stable adsorbents for more energy-efficient gas separations.

2) **Materials Characterization**: Development of novel characterization tools for the rigorous understanding of adsorbent chemical and physical properties, including *in situ* characterization of gas binding in adsorbents via single-crystal X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption, and nuclear magnetic resonance.

3) **Computational Separations**: Creation of novel computational methods to model gas adsorption behavior and to predict as-yet unknown adsorbents with promise in various separations applications.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Discovered a new metal-organic framework (MOF), mmen-Mg2(dobpdc), that exhibits remarkable CO2 affinities and capacities arising from an unprecedented cooperative adsorption mechanism that enables material regeneration at much lower temperatures than currently used for amine solvents.
- Developed mixed-matrix (polymer and MOF) membranes that exhibit vastly improved separation of light hydrocarbons and resistance to plasticization relative to the pure polymers.
- Designed novel cobalt-based MOFs that exhibit selective and reversible binding of O2 over N2.
- Developed a new computational approach to evaluate a wide range of adsorbents on their performance for capture and storage of CO2.
- Discovered MOFs that separate hydrocarbon mixtures found in gasoline or natural gas based on pore shape or exposed metal sites, paving the way for a less energy-intensive separation process than cryogenic distillation.
- Designed a highly versatile iron-based MOF that is capable of distinguishing small hydrocarbons as well as efficiently separating O2 from N2.
CGS research, from left: triangle channels separate hydrocarbon mixtures based on shape; diamine-appended MOFs can exhibit step-shaped isotherms arising from a new cooperative mechanism for CO$_2$ adsorption; Mosaic Materials is developing inexpensive methods to make tons of pelletized MOFs.

IMPACT

- Berend Smit and Jeff Reimer co-wrote a book, *Introduction to Carbon Capture and Sequestration*, which they have used to co-teach a University of California, Berkeley course. World Scientific Publishing recently highlighted the book as their best-selling text in energy studies.
- A short film about CGS, co-produced with World Energy TV, was broadcast at the 2016 World Future Energy Summit in Abu Dhabi. The summit is a major meeting for the advancement of clean and sustainable energy and draws over 30,000 attendees from business, academia, and industry. http://www.cchem.berkeley.edu/co2efrc/resources.html
- Mosaic Materials, Inc., a start-up company co-founder by Jeffrey Long in June 2014, is working on large-scale synthesis and commercialization of diamine-appended MOFs for CO$_2$ capture from coal-fired power plants. The mmen-Mg$_2$(dobpdc) material was brought into an ARPA-E project that used high-throughput screening to identify optimal materials for the low-energy CO$_2$ capture. In this project, a material was discovered that can adsorb more than 10 weight % CO$_2$ at 25 °C and release the gas with heating to 80 °C, lowering the energy penalty for carbon capture from 30% for existing technology to an estimated 15% or less. The company is currently incubating within the Cyclotron Road program at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. http://www.cyclotronroad.org/mosaic/
- framergy, Inc., a small company started in 2011 to commercialize Hong-Cai Zhou’s research, provides high-quality, high-volume MOFs, porous polymer networks, and ligands at low-cost for clean energy and other applications. IP created under CGS-funded research in the Zhou group is being licensed and developed by framergy. http://www.framergy.com/
- CGS research accomplishments have been the basis for over $500K in follow-on funding from ExxonMobil, Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries (IHI), and the California Energy Commission.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CGS had published 214 peer-reviewed publications cited over 22,200 times, and filed 15 disclosures, 15 US patent applications, and 16 foreign patent applications. One patent has been issued and 12 patent applications licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH

CCEI develops innovative, transformational heterogeneous catalytic technologies for utilization in future biorefineries to economically convert lignocellulosic (non-food-based) biomass into bio-products and fuels. The overarching goals of CCEI are to develop the science that will enable the transformation of lignocellulose to fuels and bio-products, to prepare the workforce for future biorefineries, and to facilitate technology transfer. The center’s research consists of three thrusts:

1) **Furans**: Efficiently transform sugars (like glucose and xylose) derived from cellulose and hemicellulose biomass to various intermediates, such as furans and fuel-grade compounds.

2) **Hydrodeoxygenation (HDO)**: Selectively upgrade furans and partially-oxygenated compounds to deoxygenated chemicals and transportation fuels.

3) **Aromatics**: Selectively convert and upgrade furans to aromatic compounds (such as BTX – benzene/toluene/xylene), which are important feedstocks in the chemical industry. Existing means of producing BTX are energy-intensive and require petroleum (not shale gas) as a feedstock.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Introduced the first-of-its-kind heterogeneous catalyst (Sn- or Ti-Beta zeolite) for the isomerization of glucose to fructose to replace the existing, costly enzymatic process. Used theory and experiment to explain how these hydrophobic molecular sieves work for glucose and related sugar conversions.

- Demonstrated that the Sn-Beta catalyst is active at low pH and in the presence of salt, enabling tandem reactions to convert glucose to fructose to HMF (a furan that is a potential "carbon-neutral" feedstock for fuels and chemicals) in a single pot. Traditional methods require multiple pots, which can be more costly to implement and generate additional waste.

- Synthesized hierarchical multiscale materials that are hydrothermally stable, possess tunable porosity with bio-inspired functionality in the active sites, and minimized resistance to molecular motion while allowing shape selectivity. The new structures improve the effectiveness of traditional catalysts with no increase in cost or unwanted change in functionality.

- Established the first route for the production of renewable aromatics (BTX, benzoic acid, phthalic anhydride, etc.) from biomass derivatives using acid zeolites on feedstocks from sugars.

- Predicted, and confirmed experimentally, that Mo2C is an extremely selective deoxygenation catalyst to convert small oxygenates to high demand renewable alkenes, such as propylene.

- Produced the highest yield of dimethylfuran from sugars with an ultra-selective and stable catalyst.
IMPACT

- **Activated Research Company (ARC)**, a start-up company founded in 2014, is commercializing the Polyarc® reactor system, an add-on detector to existing gas chromatographs (GCs) that reduces operating costs and improves the accuracy in quantification without the need for calibration standards. GCs are widely used in the petroleum, chemical and other analytical industries. The core technology is based on CCEI work. In June 2016, Wasson-ECE Instrumentation, a leading provider of GCs, partnered with ARC to distribute the Polyarc® reactor system world-wide and incorporate the technology into their own products. [http://www.activatedresearch.com/](http://www.activatedresearch.com/)

- **Anellotech**, co-founded by George Huber (a CCEI member from 2009-2012) in 2008, is developing cost-competitive renewable chemicals from non-food biomass. These biomass-derived chemicals are used to make important plastics that are used in consumer goods such as beverage bottles, clothing, carpeting, automotive and electronic components. Anellotech, a CCEI industrial partner, has licensed patents which include CCEI-supported investigators as inventors. [http://www.anellotech.com/](http://www.anellotech.com/)

- **CCEI’s Industrial Consortium** accelerates technology transfer by developing long-term relationships with members of industry. Members attend CCEI’s annual meetings, recruit EFRC students and postdocs, and have the option to sponsor research projects that are tailored to the sponsoring company's interests and needs. Current and past members include: Activated Research Company (ARC), Air-Liquide, Anellotech, Bridgestone Americas Center for Research & Technology, Dow Chemical Company, DuPont Company, ExxonMobil, Renewable Energy Group, INVISTA, Micromidas, Plant PET Technology Collaborative (PTC), The P&G Company, and Virdia. [http://www.efrc.udel.edu/consortium.html](http://www.efrc.udel.edu/consortium.html)

- CCEI research accomplishments have been the basis for over $1.1M in follow-on funding from several companies including ExxonMobil, Air Liquide, and PTC (CocaCola, P&G, Nike, Ford, Heinz), $1.3M from other DOE programs, and at least $900K from other government agencies.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CCEI had published 257 peer-reviewed publications cited over 7,500 times and filed 20 disclosures, 16 US patent applications, and 39 foreign patent applications. Six patents have been issued and 5 disclosures or patent applications licensed. A selection of highly cited papers are:


SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH

The NEES mission is to reveal scientific insights and design principles that enable a next-generation electrical energy storage technology based on dense mesoscale architectures of multifunctional, heterogeneous nanostructures. Nanotechnology provides the control essential to build such structures and to form them in the highly aggregated, dense arrays to achieve high power and extended cyclability at high energy density. The Center’s research is pursued in four thrusts:

1) **Transport in Electrochemical Interphases**: To reveal interfacial mechanisms and interphase properties – charge transport, electrochemical reactions and structural changes – and their consequences in battery electrochemistry.

2) **Mesoscale Architectures**: To understand ion and electron transport in mesoscale assemblies of storage nanostructures, and to compare performance and cycle stability of architectures assembled in regular and pseudo-random configurations.

3) **Nanostructure Degradation Science**: To identify, quantify, & understand key degradation and failure mechanisms that lead to capacity loss with cycling in nanostructured energy storage structures.

4) **Solid State Energy Storage**: To directly confront the 3D structure challenges presented by thin film solid electrolyte materials and processes compatible with nanostructure topography and interfaces, and to seek mechanistic insights informed by multiscale modeling.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Pioneered real-time transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to observe lithiation, delithiation, and degradation in single nanowire structures, along with TEM liquid cell for organic electrolytes.
- Identified multi-component nanostructure configurations and chemical mechanisms to stabilize nanoelectrodes against stress-induced degradation associated with ion insertion/deinsertion.
- In both isolated and densely packed nanostructures, demonstrated that high performance storage requires intimately integrated electron and ion transport components, the latter involving length scales less than ~50nm from the electrolyte interface to achieve high power.
- Exploited computational methods (DFT, etc.) to understand degradation and stability at the nanoscale, including electrolyte degradation, formation and mitigation of the solid-electrolyte interphase at electrode surfaces.
- Developed means to enable Li-S batteries – entrapping S in carbon nano/micro structures; thermally modifying polysulfide distributions; using ultrathin protective layers to prevent Li anode degradation.
- Demonstrated first single-nanowire solid state Li ion battery and synthesis of solid electrolytes as needed for advanced 3-D solid state nanobatteries and metal anode protection layers.
IMPACT

- NEES has led new conceptual research directions based on precision nanostructures as model science platforms, as exemplified by the world’s smallest Li ion battery (over 1 million in grain of sand), achieving record-setting capacity retention at high power and cycle stability, demonstrating that ion transport in highly confined electrolyte volumes is not limiting. The work was featured in > 36 media coverage including The Times and National Geographic, reaching a broad range of public audience.
- NEES has published > 20 invited perspectives and review articles on key scientific concepts involved in using nanostructures and architectures for next generation energy storage.
- In collaboration with DOE Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies (CINT), NEES PIs developed a novel Discovery Platform – a microfabricated sealed liquid cell that allows imaging and control of battery electrochemical processes in an atomic-resolution transmission electron microscope (TEM).
- NEES co-sponsors 2016 CINT Users Meeting Symposium, titled “Electrochemical Nanostructures: Mesoscale Architectures and Integration”, Santa Fe, NM, Sept 2016, highlighting scientific research in nano- materials and structure characterization at the CINT 10 Years of Innovation.
- With K. Xu (ARL), NEES PI C. Wang has co-founded the Center for Research in Extreme Batteries (CREB) to capitalize on battery expertise in NEES, ARL and NIST, promoting open access to facilities and collaborative research in advanced battery materials and technologies.
- Over $8M follow-on funding from ARPA-E, EERE, NSF and JHU-APL has been awarded to NEES PIs to take nanostructure designs to technology, including the DELTA, RANGE and IDEAS programs in ARPA-E and the CMMI-Nanomanufacturing in NSF.
- **Saft Groupe SA** has been collaborating and supporting NEES PIs, including C. Wang on Li-S and other battery chemistries, and recently G. Rubloff on electrode protection layers. saftbatteries.com

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, NEES had published 187 peer-reviewed publications cited over 8,500 times and filed 12 disclosures, 9 US patent applications, and 1 foreign patent application. 2 patents have been issued. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The mission of the UNC EFRC is to conduct research on the dye-sensitized photoelectrosynthesis cell (DSPEC) for water oxidation, and tandem cells for the reduction of carbon dioxide to carbon-based solar fuels for applications in artificial photosynthesis. Research is conducted by five highly integrated teams:

1) **Catalysis**: Catalyst development and mechanistic studies on solution and interfacial catalysts for water oxidation and CO\textsubscript{2} reduction.

2) **Assemblies**: Design, synthesis, and characterization of molecular and polymer chromophore-catalyst assemblies for applications in water oxidation and CO\textsubscript{2} reduction at n- and p-type semiconductors.

3) **Dynamics**: Develop a detailed understanding of surface mechanisms that guide design of molecular assemblies that improve the performance of photoanodes and photocathodes.

4) **Photocathode**: Development of hole-transporting semiconductor nanomaterials and core/shell structures for high-performance photocathodes integrated with catalysts for CO\textsubscript{2} reduction.

5) **Photoanode**: Continued optimization of solar-driven water oxidation at dye-sensitized photoanodes.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Successfully pioneered the dye-sensitized photoelectrosynthesis cell (DSPEC) for solar fuels production. DSPECs have been developed for sustained, visible light-driven water splitting with core/shell oxide photoelectrodes derivatized with chromophore-catalyst assemblies.

- New single-site catalysts for water oxidation have been developed, and catalysis has been extended to novel surface-bound assemblies and stable first-row transition metal complexes.

- Rapid, robust catalysts have been developed for CO\textsubscript{2} reduction, including selective reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} either to formate or to tunable H\textsubscript{2}/CO (syngas) mixtures, in solution or immobilized on a surface.

- Unique approaches to assemblies have been developed and exploited, including coupling multiple light absorbers with polymer scaffolds to mimic the antenna effect in natural photosynthesis.

- A high degree of surface stabilization has been successfully achieved by atomic layer deposition (ALD) and by electropolymerization, extending surface stabilization from minutes to days.

- Developed a range of chromophore-quencher photoanodes on oxide surfaces for water oxidation with per/photon absorbed efficiencies that approach 1%.

- Photocathode performance was greatly enhanced using targeted atomic deposition (TAD) to eliminate defect states in nanomaterials. Dark saturation current density was decreased by more than one order of magnitude, and device photovoltage was increased by up to 230%.

- Established a world-class spectroscopy facility and, with an integrated theory effort, provided dynamic mapping of key photo-events that occur in assemblies bound to oxide surfaces.
IMPACT

- The UNC EFRC hosts an annual international scientific conference in solar fuels, drawing 300-400 participants each year, and funded to-date by $253K from university and industrial donors.
- UNC EFRC leaders have given 180 invited presentations on energy-related issues to federal and state leaders, universities, industry, and venture capitalists. UNC EFRC researchers have developed and led energy-related outreach programs for schools, teachers, STEM programs, and public science events.
- Support from the UNC EFRC was crucial in creating the new UNC department of Applied Physical Sciences, the first new STEM department in the UNC College of Arts and Sciences in 40 years.
- UNC EFRC research accomplishments have led to $1.75M in follow-on funding from DOE SciDAC-e and ARPA-E programs, a congressional appropriation for instrumentation, and the Research Triangle Solar Fuels Institute, all of which have augmented the scientific impact of the Center.
- The UNC Solar Energy Research Center (UNC SERC) is leading a translational research effort based on technology developed by the UNC EFRC. Market validation studies have led to a translational effort in CO₂ electroreduction to formic acid for decentralized hydrogen production and storage.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, UNC EFRC had published 233 peer-reviewed publications cited over 10,100 times and filed 27 disclosures, 23 US patent applications, and 17 foreign patent applications. 2 patents have been issued and 2 disclosures or patent applications licensed. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
The mission of the MSA is to conduct collaborative, multidisciplinary, novel and transformative research on actinide materials emphasizing actinide ceramic, metallic, hybrid, and nanoscale materials; effectively integrate experimental and computational approaches; and solve research questions that are critical to the energy future of the nation. Workforce development is a fundamental and inherent goal of this university-based center. The center consists of three themes:

1) **Nanoscale Cage Clusters**: Develop and understand the unique properties of cage clusters built from actinyl ions to exert nanoscale control of actinide materials.

2) **Complex Ceramic and Metallic Materials**: Develop studies of the thermochemistry of actinide materials of importance in the fuel cycle that expand knowledge of actinide chemistry and physics.

3) **Materials Under Extreme Environments**: Study the response of actinide materials to combinations of extreme conditions of temperature, pressure, chemical environments, and high-radiation fields.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Developed a family of several dozen self-assembling uranyl cage clusters with diameters from 1.5 to 4.0 nm containing as many as 124 uranium atoms, as well as an understanding of their properties, formation mechanisms, and potential applications in nuclear material processing.
- Energetic radiation can cause dramatic changes in actinide materials, degrading their performance in nuclear energy systems. Advanced synchrotron techniques showed that the redox behavior of the actinide governs radiation tolerance. Limiting the redox activity of actinide materials through control of composition or microstructure can reduce swelling and microstrain.
- In high temperatures or highly ionizing radiation, complex oxides partially lose their crystallinity, which was assumed to occur by a random mixing of their atomic constituents. Neutron scattering experiments revealed that the atoms are not randomly arranged, but only appear so when sampling over longer length scales. Discrepancies may arise when extrapolating the materials structure from the microscale to the atomic scale (or vice versa), which has significant implications for modelling properties and degradation phenomena in actinide materials.
- Uranium dioxide is an important nuclear fuel but it builds up impurities of other oxides as fission products during and after use. A combination of calculations and experimental measurements provided the energetics and structural features of these substitutions, enabling better understanding of the behavior of fuel rods in a reactor and when stored as waste.
- Uranyl peroxide solids and clusters have been shown to be widespread in the nuclear fuel cycle. Their thermodynamic properties have been determined to constrain their formation and decomposition conditions and their potential impact on uranium transport in the environment.
MSA research, from left: reaction of uranium yellowcake with water, releasing O₂ gas, due to compound U₂O₇; cation reduction causes structural distortion in the actinide oxide lattice that are identical to that caused by Frenkel defects; cryogenic transmission electron microscope image of a blackberry formed by the aggregation of U₆₀ clusters in water; Neutron scattering data revealing the local structure of disordered Ho₂Zr₂O₇.

IMPACT

- EFRC research concerning pressurization of drums of uranium yellowcake revealed the presence of an amorphous and reactive uranium peroxide that was structurally characterized. This material may release oxygen gas, potentially causing pressurization of drums of yellowcake during storage or transport that could cause an accident. This research has been used by **Uranium One** to prevent accidents involving rapid depressurization of yellowcake drums. [http://www.uranium1.com/](http://www.uranium1.com/)

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, MSA had published 272 peer-reviewed publications cited over 4,200 times and filed 4 disclosures and 4 US patent applications. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

EFRC: CENTER FOR FRONTIERS OF SUBSURFACE ENERGY SECURITY (CFSES)

UPDATED: AUGUST 2016


TEAM: The University of Texas at Austin (Lead): Larry W. Lake (Director), Hilary Olson, Tip Meckel, Matthew Balhoff, M. Bayani Cardenas, David DiCarlo, Nicolas Espinoza, Nick Hayman, Marc Hesse, Susan Hovorka, Keith Johnston, Masa Prodanovic, Mary F. Wheeler, Changbing Yang; Sandia National Laboratories: Grant Heffelfinger, Susan Altman, Thomas Dewers, Mario Martinez, Anastasia Ilgen, Pania Newell, Hongkyu Yoon

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH

The mission of CFSES is to understand and control emergent (unexpected) behavior arising from coupled physics and chemistry in heterogeneous geomaterials, particularly during the years to decades time scales. The research is tackling three technical challenges: sustaining large storage rates, using pore space with unprecedented efficiency, and controlling undesired or unexpected behavior in geostorage. CFSES is organized into two themes:

1) **Fluid-Assisted Geomechanics:** Through investigations of the surface-controllable variables of pore pressure, injectate chemistry, and behavior of subsurface heterogeneity, the research efforts focus on coupled hydro-mechano-chemical processes that address the GCS challenges of storage efficiency, sustaining injection rates, and avoidance of emergent, unwanted behaviors.

2) **Buoyancy-Driven Multiphase Flow:** Uses an aligned combination of field observation, laboratory experimentation and model development aimed at understanding and exposing emergent patterns and control strategies for multiphase flow in heterogeneous geomaterials.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Developed numerical models that describe the size and shape of fractures caused by arbitrary stimulation and loading. Based on a novel phase field approach and when coupled with injectate chemistry, the models estimate the likelihood of a breach in the confining layer(s) of a storage site.
- Used invasion percolation modeling (a different type of model from above) of buoyant and capillary forces to analyze and predict the storage efficiency of CO₂ trapping at a given site. The work relates immobilization of CO₂ to traditional geologic characteristics of grain size and grain sorting. The method developed becomes one of several that can screen candidate storage sites.
- Used the Bravo Dome CO₂ field in New Mexico as a natural laboratory to understand the CO₂ behavior in the subsurface. Averaged across the reservoir, only 20% of the CO₂ had dissolved into the field’s saline brine over 1.2 million years. The rest remained as a free gas trapped by the caprock. This study was the first field evidence for the safe long-term storage of very large amounts of CO₂ in saline aquifers.
- Developed and experimentally validated models that can predict the growth of a single fracture in the presence of subsurface stress and reactive water. This model should enable the anticipation and prevention of unwanted fracturing and the ability to control the fracture pathway.
- Showed that injecting surface-treated nanoparticles into heterogeneous reservoirs causes more uniform CO₂ spreading than without them, thereby increasing CO₂ storage efficiency by as much as 30%.
IMPACT

- CFSES collaboration resulted in two successful National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) grants totaling over $2.5M. One project is on the geomechanics of CO₂ reservoir seals and the other on a nanoparticle injection technology for remediating CO₂ storage.
- CFSES collaboration resulted in funding of a Sandia-University of Texas Academic Alliance grant on induced seismicity in CO₂ reservoirs. This project is closely aligned and integrated with induced seismicity research funded by the State of Texas through a $4.5 million project to build a statewide earthquake monitoring system in Texas and to conduct earthquake research.
- Researchers have an ongoing applied research project stemming from the CFSES research on surface-treated nanoparticles. An oil production company is planning a pilot project where the nanoparticles that help control the movement of CO₂ in the subsurface will be co-injected at an oil reservoir with CO₂ for enhanced oil recovery.

PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

As of May 2016, CFSES had published 107 peer-reviewed publications cited over 900 times and filed 3 disclosures and one US patent application. One patent has been issued. The following is a selection of impactful papers:

Energy Frontier Research Centers

EFRC: PHOTOSYNTHETIC ANTENNA RESEARCH CENTER (PARC)
UPDATED: AUGUST 2016

WEBSITES: http://science.energy.gov/bes/efrc/centers/parc/; http://parc.wustl.edu/
TEAM: Washington University in St. Louis (Lead): Robert Blankenship (Director), Dewey Holten (Associate Director), Himadri Pakrasi, Christine Kirmaier, Michael Gross; Los Alamos National Laboratory: Gabriel Montaño; North Carolina State University: Jonathan Lindsey; Northwestern University: Paul Loach, Pamela Parkes-Loach; Oak Ridge National Laboratory: Dean Myles, Volker Urban; Princeton University: Gregory Scholes; Sandia National Laboratories: Jerilyn Timlin; The Pennsylvania State University: Donald Bryant; University of California-Riverside: David Bocian; University of Glasgow (UK): Richard Cogdell; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: Klaus Schulten; University of New Mexico: Andrew Shreve; University of Pennsylvania: P. Leslie Dutton, Christopher Moser; University of Sheffield (UK): C. Neil Hunter

SCIENTIFIC MISSION AND APPROACH
PARC is dedicated to understanding the basic scientific principles that underpin the efficient functioning of natural photosynthetic antenna systems as a basis for design of biohybrid and bioinspired architectures for next-generation systems for solar-energy conversion. Through basic scientific research, PARC seeks to understand the principles of light harvesting and energy funneling. The center has three scientific themes:

1) Natural Antennas: Structure and Efficiency – To determine and manipulate the antenna architecture and composition to maximize photosynthetic efficiency and functionality in any such organism.

2) Biohybrid and Bioinspired Antennas: Design and Characterization – To design biohybrid and bioinspired architectures for energy collection and storage.

3) Antenna-Reaction Center Interface: Organization and Delivery – To understand and control the coupling of antenna and reaction center functions in solar energy conversion systems.

SELECTED SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS

- Discovered and characterized a megacomplex in oxygenic photosynthetic cyanobacteria consisting of Photosystems I and II and the large phycobilisome antenna complex using chemical cross-linking and mass spectrometry.
- Melded tunable synthetic chromophores, native bacteriochlorophyll and scaffolding provided by native or native-like α and β peptides from photosynthetic bacteria to develop versatile biohybrid antennas that expand the light-harvesting capacity over native systems.
- The role of red-shifted pigments in increasing photosynthetic efficiency has been investigated and the biosynthetic pathway of the most red-shifted chlorophyll, chlorophyll f, has been elucidated.
- Synthetic biology has been utilized to engineer a yellow fluorescence protein into a bacterial photosystem. Studies spanning isolated complexes to whole cells reveals that the introduced protein affords 50% energy transfer efficiency to the native phototrap and augments photosynthetic growth.
- Novel surface nanostructures have been nanopatterned from native, biohybrid and artificial components and characterized by cutting-edge microscopy. The results open the door to achieving efficient, directional energy and charge flow over meso-scale distances.
PARC research, from left: Fig. 1. Structural model of the cyanobacterial megacomplex. Fig 2. Biohybrid antennas with native bacterial peptides and synthetic chromophores. Fig. 3. Mass-spectrometry based footprinting tests two models for Fenna-Matthews-Olson protein. Fig. 4. Nanopatterned LHCII complexes. Fig. 5. Synthetic maquette 4-helix pigment-protein complexes.

**IMPACT**

- Provided fundamental insights into native, biohybrid and synthetic antennas driving future research.
- Promoted the use of synthetic biology to confer new capabilities on photosynthetic organisms, such as engineering a bacterial species to utilize multiple biosynthesis pathways to synthesize alternative carotenoids to probe light-harvesting and photoprotection functions.
- Developed/implemented antenna fabrication and characterization tools that foster detailed insight into structure and function of light-harvesting architectures. These include chemical cross-linking, mass spectrometry, hyperspectral imaging, neutron scattering, nanopatterning and advanced microscopy. These methods have been highly cited and adopted by numerous other research groups.
- Significant outreach efforts through PARC lead Saturday Hot Topics Workshops, Summer Workshop Series, tours, and the availability of PARC-developed energy kits and materials have reached >5500 K-12 students and 230 teachers. PARC’s Science in St. Louis Seminar Series at local libraries, designed to connect people with scientists in the community, have been attended by 900 public community members (513 adults, 387 students) with 1400 hits on PARC and Science in St. Louis Youtube sites.

**PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY**

As of May 2016, PARC had published 174 peer-reviewed publications cited over 2,100 times. The following is a selection of impactful papers:


- Ho, M.-Y., Shen, G., Canniffe, D. P., Zhao, C. and Bryant, D. A. Light-dependent chlorophyll f synthase is a highly divergent paralog of PsbA of photosystem II. *Science* **353**, 886. doi: [10.1126/science.aaf9178](http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaf9178) (2016) [2 citations]
FRONT COVER IMAGE

Air bubbles in a mixture of liquid water and Oleo-Furan-Surfactant (OFS) soap made with fatty acids from soybeans or coconut and sugar-derived rings from corn. Researchers from the Catalysis Center for Energy Innovation, an EFRC led by Dionisios Vlachos at the University of Delaware (page 41), have invented a new soap molecule made from renewable sources that could dramatically reduce the number of chemicals in cleaning products and their impact on the environment. The soap molecules also worked better than some conventional soaps in challenging conditions such as cold water and hard water. The technology has been patented by the University of Minnesota and is licensed to the new Minnesota-based startup company Sironix Renewables.

Image courtesy of the Catalysis Center for Energy Innovation (CCEI) EFRC.
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